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EDITORIAL
Welcome to the autumn issue of the Journal. I am once again writing this
in Malaysia, where I’ve spent an interesting but sadly Delius-free six weeks
examining for ABRSM. It is heartening to have such a good number of
reviews – of concerts, books and CDs – in this issue, demonstrating that
there is still interest in, and demand for, new performances and writing
about our composer. I’ve missed almost all the Proms – and can’t even
listen to them from here, sadly – but I suppose that we should be thankful
for the two small bits of Delius that have been heard this year – Summer
Night on the River (three times) and On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring, the
latter in a special Prom marking 50 years since the death of Malcolm
Sargent. Both are reviewed starting on page 57. And Malcolm Sargent will
be the subject of Stephen Lloyd’s talk at our next Delius Society event on
Tuesday 24th October and I hope to see as many of you as possible there.
I am very grateful, as always, to all who have contributed to this issue
of the Journal. We have what I hope may be the first of several essays on
works dedicated to Delius – Arnold Bax’s Romantic Overture sets the ball
rolling – written by John France (page 23) and, for those of you who were
unable to get to Tony Summers’ interesting talk on Delius and Richard
Strauss, and equally for those of you who did attend but would like to
refresh your memories, Tony has kindly provided two essays (pages 8 and
16), the second of which includes musical examples. Hugh Torrens has
written a very interesting piece on Delius and the two Agate brothers, based
on publications he stumbled across by accident – a fortuitous find! And of
course we have all the regular features including a full list of all known
performances around the world that include works by Delius. Can I please
ask that, if you are planning to attend one of these and would be willing to
write a review for the Journal, you get in touch beforehand and let me know
– this spreads out the reviewing jobs amongst as wide a range of authors as
possible, and saves me twisting someone’s arm at the last minute!
The copy deadline for DSJ 163, to be published in April 2018, is 1st
February 2018. Please do keep your articles coming!
Katharine Richman
journal@thedeliussociety.org.uk
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COMMITTEE NOTES
Much of the Committee’s time over the last six months has been taken up
with financial matters, and you will have read in previous publications
about some of our plans to ensure that the Society can continue on a sound
footing for the years to come.
Jim Beavis, Hon Treasurer, has spent many hours preparing the annual
report and accounts for presentation to the membership at the AGM in
September. A number of papers came out with your last Newsletter and
these included the draft accounts; we felt that it was important to let
members see these before the AGM so that any questions could be
considered in advance.
Jim and I have also spent time developing ideas for a number of new
initiatives designed to increase our profile and reach, particularly amongst
younger members. These include a new, more dynamic website, and the
provision of free membership for young people; both depend on funding
being available and we are awaiting the outcome of our application to the
Delius Trust for these projects, as well as for the renewal of our annual
grant.
Roger Buckley has been fully occupied with arrangements for the
September AGM and for the 2018 Delius Prize, which will take place on
Friday 11th May at 6pm at the Royal Academy of Music. Make sure you
put this date in your diaries now!
Paul Chennell, Membership Secretary and Newsletter Editor, has been
busy as always, collecting members’ subscriptions and also keeping
members up to date with the latest news by email. If we don’t have your
email address, you’re missing these bulletins! And please be sure to inform
Paul (membership@thedeliussociety.org.uk) if you change your email
address, or any other contact details. Recently we’ve had a few emails
rejected as invalid, and where we’re sending out the Newsletter, this means
additional costs if we have to resort to the post.
Meanwhile, Karen Fletcher has been working hard to find interesting
speakers and performers for future Society events. The next of these is the
talk by Stephen Lloyd on Tuesday 24th October, celebrating the life of
Malcolm Sargent 50 years since his death. We hope to be able to present
more events with live music in the coming year and details will be on the
website as soon as they are available.
6
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We are delighted that members voted at the recent AGM to appoint
Lionel Friend as a Vice President of the Delius Society. Lionel is a
distinguished conductor of both opera and concert repertoire and counts
Delius as one of his favourite composers. He was educated at the Royal
College of Music, where he won all the major conducting prizes and went
on to hold positions at many of the major opera companies. Whilst with
English National Opera in 1990, he conducted four performances of
Fennimore and Gerda sharing the baton with Sir Charles Mackerras, who
conducted the other six. He adjudicated the Delius Prize competition in
both 2005 and 2012 and is currently Music Director of British Youth Opera.
Contact details for members of the Committee are given at the front of
the Journal. Please do get in touch – your comments are always welcome.
Katharine Richman
Hon Secretary and Journal Editor
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DELIUS AND STRAUSS – A LOVE-HATE
RELATIONSHIP?
This article, and the one which follows it, both by Tony Summers, are based on a
talk Tony gave to the Delius Society in London on Tuesday 14th March 2017.
There are many passing references to Richard Strauss in the standard books
on Delius but I am not aware of one single article that attempts to pull
everything together in one place. This is what I have attempted to do here,
though I would stress that this is not a piece of scholarly academic research
– it is just based on my examination of the readily available texts on Delius.
But even this cursory review has revealed some missing information and
unanswered questions which make me think that some in depth research
on this subject would be worthwhile.
In this article I want to explore the personal relationships and
interactions between the two composers, in particular the extent to which
Strauss’s early works may have influenced the formation of Delius’s
compositional style and whether there is any evidence for influence in the
opposite direction. A good place to start is to look at the early lives of the
two composers because it explains why if one composer was going to
influence the other, it was far more likely to be Strauss on Delius than the
other way round!
Their Early Musical Lives
Strauss was born in 1864, making him an almost exact contemporary of
Delius. He was brought up in a wealthy and musical family in Munich and
he composed prolifically from about five years old, so that by his mid-teens
his compositions numbered over 100! His father was a horn player in the
Munich orchestra and no doubt helped the young Strauss have the chance
to hear his compositions performed – always useful for a young composer
learning his craft. His earliest music was modelled on German romantics
such as Schumann but in his teens he discovered Wagner and Liszt who
became the models for his early mature works. In 1888 he was propelled to
fame by the tone poem Don Juan – still regarded today as one his finest
works. Over the next decade a whole series of tone poems followed: Death
& Transfiguration (1890), Till Eulenspiegel (1895), Also Sprach Zarathustra
(1896), Don Quixote (1897) and Ein Heldenleben (1898) – each more daring
8
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musically than the last, dividing the critics and gaining Strauss the
reputation of a modernist, an iconoclast and something of an enfant terrible.
This of course resulted in a high public profile which was further enhanced
by the fact that since the 1880s he had also become a renowned conductor,
so that by about 1900 Strauss was extremely well known internationally.
His dissonant modernism continued to develop through the operas Salome
(1907) and Elektra (1909) after which he adopted a more lyrical and tonal
style in Der Rosenkavalier (1911) which proved to be very popular but his
avant garde reputation declined after this. However, his high profile
ensured that he never seemed to have trouble getting his works performed
or published and he made a fortune from composing and conducting.
All this is in complete contrast to Delius who struggled endlessly
(especially in his early years) to get his works performed and published,
and never made much money from them. By 1900 Strauss had an
international reputation whereas Delius was almost unknown and most of
his output had never been performed. So it is easy to see why Strauss was
well placed to exert an influence on Delius.
Influence of the Early Strauss Tone Poems on Delius
For a major composer Delius owned remarkably few scores, but among
them were most of the Strauss tone poems. Delius knew them well and had
decided opinions on them, so it’s worth looking at each in turn to see if any
influence can be found in Delius’s works.
Don Juan (1888) was a work Delius knew and loved all his life: Eric
Fenby has described how much Delius enjoyed listening to broadcasts even
in his last years.1 And it’s easy to see how the confidence, structural
perfection, brilliant scoring, dynamism and energy of this work would have
appealed to Delius as a young man. The energy is clear from the first bar –
Strauss achieves this with rushing upward scales, a brisk fanfare-like theme
(also with an upward trend) and repeated wind chords. Was Delius
influenced by this? Straussian orchestration, perhaps deriving from Don
Juan appears frequently at Delius’s more energetic orchestral moments, and
driving energy created by fanfare-like themes and fast upward scales
appear in a number of early works, for example the opening of the Violin
Sonata in B and in Appalachia, the variation beginning at letter O. But one
must be careful because Delius never admitted the Straussian influence and
occasionally what appears to be an influence can be disproved or cast into
DSJ 162
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doubt. Another early work with a theme which is subjected to Straussian–
sounding development reminiscent of Don Juan is the overture Paa Vidderne
(On the Heights). Rachel Lowe points this out in her interesting article
discussing the first performance of the overture in Norway in October
1891.2 Delius was present having prolonged his summer holiday in
Norway in order to be there. But despite moments in Paa Vidderne that are
reminiscent of Don Juan, Delius could not have been influenced by Strauss’s
work because, thanks to Lionel Carley’s excellent account of his Paris years
we know that he did not hear Don Juan for the first time until late 1891
(possibly early 1892)3 in Paris, in other words after the Paa Vidderne
premiere. So it seems that this is a case of both composers having similar
ideas at the same time.
In 1903 Delius wrote to Grieg and said that Death and Transfiguration
(1890) ‘had much that was beautiful in it but too much Liszt and Berlioz.4’
The middle agitato section is certainly very Lisztian and it is perhaps a less
inspired work than Don Juan. But one can imagine that the opening and
closing sections might have appealed to Delius and it may not be too farfetched to see a parallel between the long slow build-up in the final section
(Moderato, from seventh bar of letter X) and the closing section of A Mass of
Life.
Delius was really enthusiastic about Till Eulenspiegel (1895). In the 1903
letter to Grieg he describes it as a ‘marvellous and splendid work’4 and
elsewhere he says it is ‘light, fantastic and full of humour’ and that the more
he hears it the more he likes it.5 He writes about a concert in which Till was
played alongside works by Lalo and Saint-Saëns and he laments the fact
that the audience gave thunderous applause to the French works but Till
only got a cool reception. Delius thought that Strauss’s work was the only
one worth hearing!5 These remarks give clues as to what Delius admired in
Till. With extraordinary ingenuity and consummate skill Strauss weaves a
score that effortlessly follows every twist and turn of events in this German
folk tale.6 Delius seems to have admired Till Eulenspiegel so much that,
consciously or unconsciously, he actually used a theme from it in other
works, and this is discussed in detail in a separate article which follows this
one.
Also Sprach Zarathustra (1896) and Don Quixote (1897): these works can
be dealt with very quickly. Delius regarded Zarathustra as ‘a complete
failure’4 and one only has to listen to it alongside A Mass of Life to realise
10
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that the two composers’ views of Nietzsche were poles apart. Perhaps
characteristically, Strauss considered Zarathustra to be one of his best
works! Regarding Don Quixote, I have found no reference to this work in
any source I have examined, so Delius’s opinions remain unknown to me.
Like Till Eulenspiegel, Delius also described Ein Heldenleben (A Hero’s
Life) (1898) as ‘splendid’ and ‘wonderful’4 but it’s a very different work.
Whereas Till is tight and compact Heldenleben is a huge (over-long?),
sprawling indulgent piece of self–promotion in which Strauss is the ‘hero’,
fighting the critics and quoting from his own ‘great’ works. What did
Delius see in it? The piece contains some admittedly banal and vulgar stuff,
but alongside some amazingly modern and progressive music – as
‘modern’ and dissonant as almost anything anyone was writing in 1898.
Perhaps this is what Delius admired because he talks about Heldenleben
when discussing Schoenberg. In 1914 Delius first heard Schoenberg’s
Chamber Symphony, Op 9. As expected, he described it as being ‘dry,
intellectual and devoid of poetry’ but perhaps unexpectedly he said it
‘didn’t sound bad at all – at times like Strauss in Heldenleben’.7 This is a
pretty fair description of Schoenberg’s musical language at the time and
suggests that the progressive elements in Heldenleben were what Delius
admired. Much later he again mentions the work when criticising
Schoenberg’s 12-tone system: he implies that Schoenberg had merely
created a theoretical justification for producing dissonant ugly sounds
whereas Strauss (in Heldenleben) had written dissonance decades before
without needing to justify it!
The Relationship between the two Composers
Richard Strauss lived for another 50 years after Ein Heldenleben and his later
output includes many well-known works, yet I have found no significant
comment by Delius on the musical content of any Strauss work written after
1898 in any of the sources I have examined! This is a curious fact and begs
many questions. Did Delius see operas like Salome, Elektra and Der
Rosenkavalier? Surely he would have written about it. What did he think
of, for example, Strauss’s huge song output, many of which show a sensitive
side to the composer which Delius might have appreciated? There is much
missing information here but perhaps events in the early 1900s caused
Delius to lose interest in Strauss and in his later works.

DSJ 162
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In 1902 Delius tried to interest Strauss in performing Paris and sent him
a score. Strauss politely declined, saying that he thought the thematic
development was ‘scant’ and implied that Delius had copied ideas from
Charpentier’s opera Louise.8 These are unfair comments: there is plenty of
development in Paris but not the sort that Strauss would have written. And
whereas both Paris and Charpentier’s opera quote Parisian street cries,
Delius’s work was finished in 1899 but the premiere of Louise did not take
place until 1900 so it seems likely that both composers had the same idea
simultaneously. Delius must have been very disappointed by Strauss’s
rejection because with his high profile Strauss could have given Delius a
huge boost at a time when he was still relatively unknown.9 Then there was
the ‘Salome’ episode. Around this time Delius became interested in an
opera based on Oscar Wilde’s play and no doubt he was disappointed to
find that Strauss had already secured the rights (though Beecham suggests
that Delius wasn’t truly wedded to this idea).10 Strauss’s next opera –
Elektra – caused another issue for Delius. The UK premieres of both Elektra
and Delius’s A Village Romeo and Juliet shared the same season at Covent
Garden in 1910 but due to real bad luck in scheduling, the first performance
of A Village Romeo was sandwiched between performances of Elektra. The
shocking plot and music of Elektra ensured that it grabbed the critics’
attention and it wasn’t just Delius who suffered - to quote Beecham:
‘everything else in the repertoire ...was eclipsed in the way of publicity by
the notoriety given to Strauss’s Elektra’.11

These episodes suggest that whatever enthusiasm Delius once had for
Strauss and his works had cooled by about 1910 – this might have been both
personal (due to earlier disappointments), envy of Strauss’s success
coupled with an increasing lack of interest in Strauss’s later works.
Certainly more derogatory comments about Strauss appear in Delius’s
letters at this time: in one he says
‘Strauss is dished up Wagner with twice the devil and not half the
inspiration’.12

And what did Strauss think of Delius? When Delius’s reputation in
Germany began to be established he did express surprise to discover
someone who was (in his words) ‘writing music as good as mine’,13 and
after Delius died he had the grace to say that his death was
‘a profound loss to music – his melody was a great gift to the world’

12
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but these are isolated comments and it seems clear that Delius did not play
much of a part in Strauss’s life. The standard works on Delius contain quite
a few mentions of Strauss but it is striking that most of the main Strauss
sources make no mention at all of Delius. There is nothing in the
biographies by Michael Kennedy, Alan Jefferson or Bryan Gilliam14 and
Norman Del Mar’s massive and authoritative three volume book on Strauss
has just two tiny footnotes on Delius, only one of which is of interest.15 And
it’s worth noting that Kennedy, Jefferson and Del Mar can be regarded as
true Delians who would surely have included anything relevant in their
books if possible. It really does look as if Delius was of little interest to
Strauss.
Did Delius have an influence on Strauss’s music?
Strauss had little need for the typically Delian sound world and there are
very few passages in his works that remind one of Delius. But a footnote in
Norman Del Mar’s book on Strauss raises the intriguing possibility that on
one occasion Strauss might have borrowed from Delius. He quotes a
passage in Elektra (from fig 148) which he says has a harmonic progression
‘strongly reminiscent of the Black Fiddler’s music in A Village Romeo and
Juliet’

(at fig. 25) and he speculates on whether Strauss had previously heard the
work.15 The first performance of A Village Romeo took place in Berlin in
February 1907 and Elektra was written in 1908 with the German premiere in
1909, so Strauss might have heard it if he had been present at Delius’s Berlin
premiere, but of course this proves nothing and the similarity is in my view
not totally convincing anyway. There are occasional moments in Strauss’s
music which sound vaguely Delian (for example, an impressionistic
passage towards the end of Strauss’s Ariadne auf Naxos (from fig 278-284)
but they could just as easily be said to resemble other composers. There is
no convincing evidence that Strauss was interested enough in Delius’s
music to want to borrow from it.
Conclusion
Strauss was undoubtedly very talented but he had a lot of early luck which
meant that he was projected into the limelight at an early age as a
controversial, modernist composer and respected conductor. Small wonder
DSJ 162
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then that Delius, struggling and unknown, should have become well
acquainted with Strauss’s tone poems in the 1890s. He had decided
opinions on them and some influences can be detected in his works,
particularly the use of Straussian extrovert orchestration, and devices such
as complex counterpoint, rushing scale passages and fanfare-like themes to
create excitement, dynamism and energy. These passages are most notable
in the earlier works of Delius as he tended towards writing more
contemplative and reflective music in later life. One tone poem – Till
Eulenspiegel – he seemed to value more than any other and there is evidence
that he might have borrowed several musical ideas from it: this is discussed
in the following article. But none of Strauss’s influences can be proved as,
not surprisingly, neither composer acknowledged them.
The personal relationships between the two are complex and leave
many unanswered questions – it’s not even clear from the sources I have
consulted whether they ever met! With his high profile Strauss could have
helped the unknown Delius enormously by conducting his works but he
chose not to, and this may have led to a cooling off in Delius’s enthusiasm,
perhaps coupled with some envy of Strauss’s success and a lack of interest
in the musical path he took in his later works. It seems that Delius and his
music were really of very little interest to Strauss but some proper academic
research is needed to get to the bottom of the relationship between these
two complex men – similar in some ways but so different in others.16
Tony Summers
Fenby, Delius as I Knew Him, Icon Books 1966, p193
Rachel Lowe, ‘Delius’s First Performance’, The Musical Times 106 (1965), pp190-2
3 Lionel Carley, Delius – the Paris Years, Triad Press 1975, p30
4 Lionel Carley, Delius, A Life in Letters 1862-1908 (Vol 1), Scolar Press 1983, letter 156
5 Ibid, letter 114
6 It would make marvellous background music to a cartoon film, and in some ways Till is the
grandfather of all those dexterous scores Hollywood composers wrote as background to so
many short cartoon films.
7 Lionel Carley, Delius, A Life in Letters 1909-1934 (Vol 2), Scolar Press 1988, letter 390
8 Lionel Carley, Delius, A Life in Letters 1862-1908 (Vol 1), Scolar Press 1983, letter 134
9 Around this time Strauss is said to have liked a performance by Hans Haym of Lebenstanz but
not enough to have taken it up himself.
10 Thomas Beecham, Frederick Delius, Hutchinson 1961, p122
11 Ibid, p157
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Gerald Cumberland, ‘Pen Portraits of Musicians – Frederick Delius’ in A Delius Companion,
ed Christopher Redwood, Calder 1976, p21
13 Percy Grainger, ‘The Personality of Frederick Delius’ in A Delius Companion, ed Christopher
Redwood, Calder 1976, p123
14 Michael Kennedy, Richard Strauss: Man, Musician, Enigma, Cambridge University Press 2006;
Alan Jefferson, The Life of Richard Strauss, David & Charles 1973; Bryan Gilliam, The Life of
Richard Strauss, Cambridge University Press 1999.
15 Normal Del Mar, Richard Strauss: A Critical Commentary on his Life and Works, Cornell
University Press 1986, Vol 1, foot note on p311
16 It is interesting to note the similarity between the titles of Michael Kennedy’s Strauss
biography (Richard Strauss: Man, Musician, Enigma) and John Bridcut’s recent TV film about
Delius (Delius: Composer, Lover, Enigma).
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DELIUS AND STRAUSS: THE INFLUENCE OF
TILL EULENSPIEGEL ON DELIUS’S MUSIC
In the preceding article I discussed the relationship between Delius and
Richard Strauss and in particular the extent to which the early tone poems
of Strauss might have influenced Delius’s musical style. Delius was well
acquainted with these early works and he had decided opinions of them –
and not always favourable ones! But judging by comments in his letters1 he
seems to have had an exceptionally high opinion of Strauss’s Till
Eulenspiegel and it is possible that his enthusiasm for this work led to his
using (consciously or unconsciously) actual musical material from Till in
some of his own works. Of course such borrowing cannot be proved (I am
not aware that either composer ever referred to it) but for me the musical
similarities are too strong to be mere coincidence.
Written in 1895, Till Eulenspiegels lustige Streiche (Till Eulenspiegel’s
Merry Pranks) is an extraordinarily vivid depiction of a traditional German
folk tale in which a practical joker (Till Eulenspiegel) has fun by deliberately
causing mayhem wherever he goes until he is finally brought to justice.
Most of the work is based on just two themes which are subjected to all
manner of development, done with consummate skill and ingenuity and
capturing every change of mood and every twist and turn of events in the
story. The most famous theme is probably the horn solo which first appears
in the sixth bar but it is the other main theme which is of interest in
connection with Delius. This is a six-note motif which is first stated right at
the opening of the piece, quietly and fairly slowly on the violins (Example
S1).

This motif is subjected to extensive development: often it appears played
rapidly (eg in Example S2) and marked lustig, meaning ‘amusing’ or
16
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‘funny’, and it is easy to imagine S2 (which appears regularly throughout
the work) as depicting Till perhaps plotting his next prank! Sometimes the
six notes are used as the basis for counterpoint and are extended as in
Example S3.

Sometimes Strauss makes use of just the first four of the notes as in Example
S4 (and bracketed as ‘A’ in the Examples) which are, like the full theme,
subjected to the same ingenious manipulation. These are just a few
examples of many from this amazing score!

DSJ 162
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Delius was clearly very impressed with Till Eulenspiegel and his
enthusiasm for it may have led him to use versions of Strauss’s theme in a
few of his works as I shall show below.
The full six notes in Example S1 appear, this time in E major, in several
repeated bars towards the end of Scene IV of A Village Romeo and Juliet
(Example D1).

The tempo is fast and it is part of the joyous music concluding this scene,
when Sali and Vreli decide to forget their troubles for a while and go off to
enjoy a day at the fair. This is the only complete note-for-note quotation of
Strauss’s motif that I have found in Delius – in every other case he uses just
the first four notes of the motif (bracketed as ‘A’ in the Strauss Examples)
but inverted. If the order of these bracketed notes is partially reversed we
get Example S5 and this is what Delius uses extensively in two other works.

Interestingly, the essential character of Strauss’s original four notes (‘A’)
seems to be retained even when the order is reversed (‘B’): in both cases the
semitone movement upwards (from B natural to C) conveys a sense of
resolution on to a major triad.
Example S5 occurs frequently in Delius’s Paris, the Song of a Great City.
It forms part of one of the ‘dance’ themes in this work, and in Example D2,
it is treated as a fast, uplifting waltz (notes bracketed as ‘B’). A little later, in
a gentler tempo, it forms a repeated murmuring background (Example D3,
notes again bracketed as ‘B’), an echo perhaps of the preceding dance music
18
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being heard again during this quieter interlude. Plenty of other examples
could be quoted from this work and there is a further, structural connection
between Paris and Till Eulenspiegel. David Lloyd-Jones has commented2 on
the similarity between the build-up to the final climaxes in Till and in Paris.
In both works the build-up is in 6/8 time; in Till the final tutti is suddenly
cut short by drum rolls, underpinned by minor chords, indicating the
moment that the prankster is brought to justice. This is followed by a return
to the quiet opening music as in Example S1. In Paris, the build-up is also
in 6/8, and the final tutti is not so much cut short as staggers to a halt, also
ending unexpectedly on minor chords, this time overlaid with tamtam
strokes, presumably indicating the moment when the nocturnal revelry and
‘fun’ is over. As in Till, we then get a return to the quiet opening music of
the piece – a clear parallel between these two works.
The inverted motif S5 also recurs in Delius’s Lebenstanz (Life’s Dance).
The noisier parts of this work sound very Straussian, particularly regarding
Delius’s lavish orchestration and use of complex counterpoint, but the
section sounding most like Strauss starts one bar before figure 13 and is
marked Poco meno. This section makes much use of characteristic Delian
rising triplet motifs. One of these uses the note sequence in S5 and first
appears on solo bassoon (Example D4, notes bracketed as ‘B’). This is
DSJ 162
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extensively reworked during this highly contrapuntal episode, sometimes
appearing as a repeated triplet decoration (eg 6 bars after fig 17). The
passage starting at figure 17 in Lebenstanz (Example D5) also bears a
remarkable resemblance to a tutti passage in Till (Example S2). Both are
harmonised with similar descending chromatic harmony and even though
the second interval in the Delius extract (marked ‘C’) is a descending major
third instead of Strauss’s diminished fifth, both then move up by a semitone
to the fourth note making the overall sound of both passages very similar.3

Why did Delius use this material from Till Eulenspiegel at specific
places in certain of his works? Well, there appears to be a theme linking all
Delius’s uses of Strauss’s motif and it could be summed up in words like
fun and enjoyment. Strauss’s work is all about a practical joker enjoying
himself at others’ expense and when Delius uses ideas from Till it always
seems to be in situations concerned with fun or enjoyment. Delius
appreciated not just Strauss’s extraordinary skill but also the humour in Till
Eulenspiegel and in a letter praising the work he surmised that Strauss
would ‘do best in humorous works.’4 The quote in A Village Romeo and Juliet
(Example D1) appears at a happy moment when the lovers decide to go and
enjoy the fair and at this point the stage instructions in the score read:
20
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‘Sali clasps Vreli round the waist and they both run joyfully out into the
sunshine’

In Paris Delius evokes the night life of the city – including lively cabarets
and cafés-concerts which would of course have been full of people out
enjoying themselves, and it is in these episodes that he introduces the quote
from Till. And just as Till’s fun is suddenly cut short by his execution (drum
rolls and minor chords), followed by calm, the Parisian night revellers’
enjoyment and high spirits eventually ends with bell-like tamtam strokes
and minor chords, followed by peace and quiet. Delius described
Lebenstanz as depicting
‘the turbulence, the joy, great striving of youth – all to end at last in the
inevitable death’

and, once again, the word ‘joy’ appears, supporting the musical link to
Strauss. For Delius, this theme from Till Eulenspiegel seemed to epitomise
musically fun and enjoyment, hence his desire to use it at the appropriate
moments in some of his own works.
The three pieces I have discussed are all from Delius’s early output and
written quite soon after Till Eulenspiegel appeared. What of his later works:
are there any recognisable quotes in these? I have not found any exact
quotes but Delius sometimes includes the occasional Straussian flourish
that might be loosely connected to the Till theme. There is a particularly
interesting motif from In a Summer Garden (Example D6). It bears a

remarkable resemblance to Example S4 in shape and harmony, especially
as both end with a descending triplet on the brass. Though the precise notes
are different the Delius example is definitely reminiscent of Till Eulenspiegel
but is it being used here as a motif representing ‘fun’ or ‘enjoyment’?
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Perhaps, but this is debatable and for the moment an unanswerable
question!
Delius absorbed influences from a range of sources as he formed his
musical style. From Strauss he derived a number of things, including
brilliant and extrovert orchestration but Till Eulenspiegel – the Strauss work
he valued perhaps more than any other – gave him something more. It
provided musical ideas and a motif that perfectly captured those moments
of fun and joy that he sometimes wanted to evoke, and he used them
sparingly but effectively in his works. Deliberate borrowing of motifs from
Strauss by Delius cannot be proved but there seem to be too many parallels
for this to be just coincidence.
Tony Summers
As listed in the preceding article (‘Delius and Strauss; A love-hate relationship?’)
DSJ 143 (Spring 2008), pp57-65
3 Examples S2 and D5 look very different on paper but this is just due to notation: the tempo
of the dotted crochet in S2 is actually close to that of the quaver in D5.
4 Lionel Carley, Delius, A Life in Letters 1862-1909 (Vol 1), Scolar Press, 1983, letter 156
1
2
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ARNOLD BAX: ROMANTIC OVERTURE (1926)
This is the first in a series of articles on works which were dedicated to Frederick
Delius. John France became interested in classical music after performing as a
‘pirate’ in a Grammar School production of The Pirates of Penzance in 1971. After
hearing Down Ampney at church he discovered the world of Ralph Vaughan
Williams and the then largely ‘undiscovered’ country of British Music. Usually,
he has been most sympathetic towards the lesser-known composers. He regularly
contributes reviews and articles to MusicWeb International and a variety of
musical journals and magazines, and has written programme notes for many
concerts. He has lectured on Gustav Holst, John Ireland and William Lloyd
Webber. Recently, he has had articles published on Humphrey Searle, Arthur
Butterworth Ivor Gurney and Ralph Vaughan Williams. Currently he maintains
a
British
Music
Blog
–
The
Land
of
Lost
Content
[http://landofllostcontent.blogspot.com/]
Introduction
In the July 1966 edition of Musical Opinion, Lewis Foreman examined the
‘Unperformed works of Sir Arnold Bax.’ Amongst many pieces discussed,
was the Romantic Overture. Foreman noted that this was one of several
smaller orchestral works ‘dating from the period between the wars [which]
have been almost totally neglected’. Others in this category included
Summer Music, the Rogue’s Comedy Overture and Cortège. At present, even
with an expanded appreciation of Bax’s music that has developed over the
past 50 years, these works are hardly well known, they are rarely performed
and feature on only one or two recordings.
Genesis & Composition
Anecdotally, music historians (in rare discussions of the work) have
understood that the genesis of the Romantic Overture was the result of a
short visit that Bax made during April 1926 to Frederick Delius in Grez-surLoing. The exact date of this visit is unclear.
Incidentally, en route to Grez, Arnold Bax had met his lover, the
pianist Harriet Cohen, in Paris: she was returning from treatment for TB in
Geneva. (Foreman, 1983/2007)
Later, in an undated letter to Cohen (Foreman, op cit) Bax wrote from
the Delius’s home:
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‘This is an old house – sixteenth century - and last night in the dimness of
candles and somewhat feeble lamp light seemed rather eerie...’

Bax had been left alone in the ‘shadowy music room.’ Earlier, he had
admired ‘the neglected and overgrown garden’ where ‘spring is
marvellous...’ and had enjoyed
‘the river [which] flows at the bottom of it and bluebells, pansies,
wallflower and apple-blossom riot in the pouring sunlight.’

It has been assumed that this inspired the Romantic Overture.
Following detailed research by Graham Parlett, the ‘received’ origin of
the work has been modified considerably. The first indication that Bax was
working on the Overture is presented in a letter to Harriet Cohen (15th
March 1926). He wrote:
‘I can’t get on with my choral thing [Walsinghame] at all—so I am revising
I think successfully a work which I thought was no good and may score
it for Barbirolli’s small orchestra.’

Clearly, the score must have been completed, at least in draft, sometime
before this date. This indicates that the work had been sketched out before
Bax’s trip to Grez.
Furthermore, it has been assumed that the scoring of the Romantic
Overture was completed whilst Bax was staying with Philip Heseltine (Peter
Warlock) and E J (Jack) Moeran in the Kent village of Eynsford. Warlock
had moved to a small cottage in the High Street, next to the Methodist
Chapel and, more appositely, a few yards away from the Five Bells public
house.
Several days after returning from Grez to his home in Fellows Road,
near Swiss Cottage, Bax wrote to Cohen:
‘I have just finished orchestrating a thing for very small orchestra. It is a
piece that I very nearly tore up at one time, but just at the moment I am
rather pleased with it. I expect Barbirolli will do it.’ (Wednesday, 28th
April 1926).

On the previous Monday (26th April 1926), Bax had written to Warlock
asking if he could visit the cottage ‘next Saturday to Monday’. Parlett
presumes that this implied 1st-3rd May. The full score was complete,
therefore, before Bax’s trip to Eynsford.
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Interestingly, another letter to Harriet Cohen written from Fellows
Road and postmarked 3rd May 1926, suggested that his visit to Eynsford
was shortened:
‘I came back with [Lionel] Jellinek last night [2nd], partly in order to see
about your francs, and also because the perpetual boozing of Heseltine
[Warlock] and [Cecil] Gray was a gloomy and irritating spectacle.’

The work’s ‘official’ title is ‘Romantic Overture for Chamber Orchestra’: in
the short-score it is referred to as being ‘for Small Orchestra.’ The orchestral
forces are two flutes (one doubling on piccolo), oboe, two each of clarinets,
bassoons and horns with trumpet, piano and strings. There is no
percussion. The full score was published by Murdoch, Murdoch & Co. in
1928. On the printed score it was dedicated ‘To Frederick Delius’
presumably in memory of Bax’s April visit to Grez-sur-Loing.
Performance and Reception
The Romantic Overture was first performed at the New Chenil Galleries in
the King’s Road, Chelsea, London, on 18th January 1927. The then-young
John Barbirolli (1899-1970) conducted the Chenil Chamber Orchestra and
Rae Robertson played the ‘concertante’ piano part.
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Fortunately, there is a sequence of letters that Bax sent to Harriet
Cohen, describing his reaction both before and after the premiere of the
work. I am grateful to Graham Parlett for permission to quote them here.
In a letter to Cohen (10th January 1927), Bax wrote:
‘My overture for small orchestra is being played (and broadcasted) by
Barbirolli on Tuesday week at the Chenil Galleries—only one rehearsal—
so it can’t be good especially as it is pretty complex.’

A few days later (14th January), Bax was still troubled about the work’s
prospects:
‘Barbirolli is doing my piece with only one full rehearsal - the usual bestial
conditions of course - and what it will be like I can’t think. I certainly
don’t want it broadcast at the first performance.’

But on 18th January, despite some sad news, he was much more optimistic:
‘I have just heard from mother that Señor Sobrino [his father-in-law, the
Spanish pianist Carlos Sobrino] died to-day of cancer … Barbirolli
rehearsed my piece the whole morning and let everything else in the
programme go to the devil with the result that it really sounds what I
mean. One is so unaccustomed to any trouble or real enthusiasm on the
part of a conductor here that it is quite moving. I wish you could hear it.
(Rae [Robertson] is playing the piano part.)’

On 19th January, Bax wrote enthusiastically about the concert:
‘My Romantic Overture went brilliantly last night, and Barbirolli really
accomplished something quite wonderful with it. Old Vaughan Williams
was there of course but I did not see him to speak to. I wish you could
have heard it – especially as (since it is scored for a medium sized
orchestra) there cannot be many opportunities for its performance.‘

Finally, Graham Parlett (1999) cites a letter from Bax to fellow composer
Cecil Armstrong Gibbs (21st January 1927) stating that
‘The performance was fine, and I think that if he remains as enthusiastic
and conscientious as he is at present Barbirolli is going to be a very
important figure in the conducting world.’

It was a perception that was justified by time. On the same day, Bax also
wrote to Cohen:
‘Everyone seems to have liked my orchestral piece the other night I am
glad to say - That comes of a really good performance.’
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The reviewer in the Musical Times (March 1927) of the premiere, regarded
the Romantic Overture as ‘small and excellent’ just like the venue. He
thought that
‘one title is as good as another, and Mr. Bax had never yet used this one.’

What impressed him most was the composer’s largely successful attempt
as
‘dabbling with orchestral economy on the part of a usually spendthrift
composer was a hopeful sign, for retrenchment is often a first symptom
of maturity.’

He amusingly wrote that
‘we want Mr. Bax to mature and to sow oats a little less wildly.’

The work was deemed to be typical Bax, despite not alluding to any actual
Irish tune. He understood that there was
‘live motion in melody, middle, bass, harmony and rhythm.’

The ‘gifted’ pianist Rae Robertson gave an effective performance of the
piano part.
Other works heard at the concert included a very ‘slow-paced’ Delius
On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring, Mozart’s Symphony No 40 in G minor
K550 and a Concerto Grosso by Handel.
The first provincial performance of the Romantic Overture was given
during the 1927 ‘Hastings Music Festival’ at the White Rock Pavilion. On
Thursday afternoon, April 7th, Edward Elgar had been booked to conduct
some of his orchestral works including The Wand of Youth Suite No 2 and the
Violin Concerto with the solo part played by Miss Margaret Fairless in lieu
of Albert Sammons who was ‘indisposed’. A premiere at the concert was
Alexander Brent Smith’s Barton Fair Overture which, apart from a
performance in 1989, has disappeared into the mists of time.
Allan Biggs commenting on the Romantic Overture in the Hastings and
St Leonards Observer (Saturday 9th April 1927) observed that Basil Cameron,
the resident conductor,
‘extracted every ounce of musical significance that it possesses.’

He continued:
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‘every player engaged in its performance has to be very much on the alert
for it abounds in snatches of small talk between the instruments
employed.’

The work, characterised by
‘…successions of unresolved discords suggests a somewhat distorted
view of “romance” and the broad impression is one of feverish energy
rather than beauty per se.’

Biggs thought that there was an
‘abundant purpose in the themes, and no lack of originality in them or in
the striking orchestral effects to which they gave rise.’

Basil Cameron gave a ‘masterly’ performance and had, apparently,
memorised the work.
The Musical Times (1st May 1927) reviewing the same concert pointed
out that there is
‘much good music in Bax’s work – too much, in fact for it to hang together
properly.’

‘Programme Note’
Three things should be grasped about the Romantic Overture. Firstly, the
relatively rare use (in 1926) of a piano in a work of this kind. This part is
complex and requires a considerable technique. It is effectively an obbligato
that is integral to the work: it is not a piano accompaniment that can be
omitted from a performance. Clearly, Bax’s use of the piano presages his
imposing Winter Legends dating from 1930. Secondly, much study could be
given to examining whether this Overture is a parody or a pastiche of Delius.
It is common knowledge that Bax’s influences included Richard Wagner,
Richard Strauss and Jean Sibelius as well as the Russian nationalists, Irish
folk-music and Impressionism. Personally, I find intimations of Delius’s
music at many points in this score. I imagine that these are the
‘impressionistic’ influences, where Bax creates a moody, misty sound often
with muted horns or sometimes with woodwind. I do not believe that this
work is an attempt at sounding like Delius: it is just that there are moments
that could have come from the pen of the elder composer.
And thirdly, the utilisation of the small or chamber orchestra makes
the texture seem brighter than that often associated with Bax’s music.
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Most commentators on this work include reference to a musical
quotation from Cesar Franck that Bax used in this work. This Belgian
composer was not a favourite of Bax’s, but there is a two-bar allusion to the
Symphony at ‘Letter H’ in the score. It is assumed that Bax was ‘put up to
it’ by Peter Warlock, who had recently composed ‘The Old Codger’ which
had parodied Franck’s Symphony in D minor. It was the fourth of his CodPieces.
The Recording
In January 1992 Chandos were running an advert for the latest CD in their
series of Arnold Bax recordings. It was presented as a ‘unique release,
featuring premier recordings.’ Included on this disc were the Violin
Concerto, the incidental music to Clifford Bax’s play Golden Eagle, the tonepoem Legend and the present overture. Unfortunately, MK (Michael
Kennedy) did not choose to mention the work in his review of the CD in the
April 1992 issue of The Gramophone magazine. This journal also appears to
have been silent about the CD’s subsequent re-release in 2003.
Guy Rickards, reviewing the CD in Tempo (March 1992) states that the
Romantic Overture is
‘… not-quite-concertante, not-quite-orchestral piano, [and] is a dud’.

Rickards regards this failure as ironic as the work dates from
‘the middle of the composer’s richest period’.

He believes that the work’s
‘longueurs [dull and tedious parts] fall just short of the early Festival
Overture (1909-11) …’.

The most extensive critique of this recording of the Romantic Overture is by
Steve Arloff on the website MusicWeb International (4 April 2004). After a
summary of the work’s genesis and a consideration of the Franck
‘quotation,’ he concludes by stating,
‘Whilst I’ve never been a particular fan of Delius, whose music seems to
meander aimlessly rather than making a statement, this Bax piece is a
delight and once again is teeming with ideas that are fully explored
though it is a scant thirteen minutes in length’.

Finally, The American Record Guide (March 2004, Roger Hecht) comments
that the Romantic Overture
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‘is a pleasing combination of dance and an afternoon wandering around
dedicatee Frederick Delius’s house in France’

It may not reflect the true facts of the work’s origin, but it does sum up the
effectiveness of the music.
John France
Brief Bibliography
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DELIUS AND THE TWO AGATE BROTHERS –
JAMES AND EDWARD
My serendipitous introduction to this topic came from a mis-shelved book
in a second-hand Inverness bookshop where, in the music section, I found
an odd volume of James Agate’s once famous autobiography Ego (nine
volumes – 1935 to 1948). It yielded several references to Frederick Delius
and his music.
This elder brother, James Evershed Agate (1877-1947), is today known
only as an entertaining theatre, or drama critic, as the Oxford Dictionary of
National Biography (ODNB), in 2004, calls him. His was a world of which,
one of Agate’s favourite composers, Jean Sibelius, had sarcastically, and
rightly, observed in 1937
‘Remember, a statue has never been put up in honour of a critic’1

Agate’s autobiographical diaries are now even less well known, but they do
feature on a popular website,2 where such forgotten books try to get
remembered. Its editor here confirms that Agate’s primary form of writing
– theatre and film reviews for daily newspapers – was about as short-lived
as any writing can be.
But this same editor describes the many pages of Ego as ‘a unique
work’, and supports Agate’s only biographer, James Harding’s, 1986 view
that
‘these are the perfect bedside books. You pick one up to check a point,
and, before you realise what is happening, you are bewitched into reading
on, and on, and on. Agate will be remembered as a diarist of a very special
sort’.3

But hardly any attention has been paid to the musical content of these
diaries. Sadly they only start on 2nd June 1932, inspired by Agate’s review
of the first volume of the Journals of Arnold Bennett (1867-1931) which had
just been published. So even the deaths of Elgar, Holst and Delius, between
February and June 1934, pass without comment in his first volume of Ego,
which started publication in 1935. Music seems to have arisen more as a
diary topic only in the later volumes.
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Edward Agate (1880-1940)
James was the eldest of five sons and one daughter. His highly musical
younger brother was Edward. Their mother Eulalie Julia, née Young (18501919), although Mancunian by birth, had come from a Yorkshire family and
been educated in both Paris and Heidelberg, and she had studied the piano
under a pupil of Chopin4. So music had filled both these Agates’
childhoods, and then their adult lives.
The Agate family’s Delius connection clearly started with James’
younger brother Edward, who was born on 12th February 1880 in
Manchester, and who was still listed in the 1901 Census as a Cotton
Spinners Pupil, to which he had been apprenticed. But his Manchester
Guardian obituary notice in 19405 noted that
‘A passionate interest in modern music led to his taking up music as a
career in his early twenties. In his efforts to introduce a modernistic note
to the musical life of Manchester, [Edward] Agate paid particular
attention to the works of Delius. He enlisted the aid of Sir Thomas
Beecham and persuaded him to extend his musical enterprises to
Manchester. Agate reaped his reward, for the first notes of Delius were
heard [here] in the Free Trade Hall (by a disappointingly small audience,
however) and Delius himself was present.’

When the picture overleaf was taken, Edward had probably already
published his first Four Compositions for the Pianoforte.6 Edward was also
taught the violin/viola by Siegfried Jacoby (c.1836-1913),7 who had joined
the Hallé’s first violins from Paris in 1858, when Charles Hallé started the
orchestra.8 Jacoby was still a member when Hallé died in 1895, and
continued for an unknown duration when the orchestra was under Richter.
Jacoby died in Chorlton, Manchester in 1913 aged 77.9 From a short note
online on Edward Agate,10 we know he had also studied at the Birmingham
Midland Institute. This was clearly before the principal-ship of Granville
Bantock from 1908.11 Later violin teachers here included, by 1927, a violinist
of the stature of Albert Sammons (1886-1957).12
The first music by Delius was heard in Manchester, in December 1908.
Edward, to quote again his Manchester Guardian obituary, had
‘[forsaken] the cotton trade and joined the Beecham orchestra in London
as a viola player. He was associated with the orchestra and its conductor
for many years. He published several volumes of songs of a character
which he himself called English Lieder, and it was his appreciation of
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Edward aged 19 (from Ego 5 – opposite page 15)
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these which led the late Samuel Langford [1863-1927 – of the Manchester
Guardian, see ODNB] to describe their author as “Manchester’s most
musical son”.’13

Edward was certainly the most musically gifted of the six Agate children.
On 13th January 1909 his Traurige Geschichte [Melancholy Story], the fourth
of his second published set of Sechs Lieder of 1907, was sung by tenor John
Coates (1865-1941) at a Hallé concert.14 His accompanist then was Robert
Jaffrey Forbes (1878-1958), later Principal of the Royal Manchester College
of Music, who will reappear here as another keen Delian.15
James Agate, in ‘My debt to Manchester’, a piece written for the
Manchester Evening News, published on 13th October 1944, had a special
note on ‘The Initiation of Delius to Manchester’.
‘It was here that I heard all the great singers. … May I be excused for
saying it was over my father’s dinner table at Pendleton that the initiation
of Manchester to Delius was first mooted? It was at my brother Edward’s
instigation that Beecham gave a concert [on 4th December 1908] consisting
of Appalachia and Sea Drift. I remember the appearance of the [Free Trade]
Hall on that night – fewer than 200 of us dotted about in a sea of
nothingness.’16

Beecham’s first concert in Manchester had indeed been a disaster, with only
432 customers in a hall seating 3,910.17 But only Sea Drift was then
performed in Manchester,18 and Agate’s above claim about Appalachia must
mean he had also been at another one, perhaps the infamous first English
performance, in Hanley, Staffordshire on 2nd April 1908.19 Next, in
September 1909, the pianist Adine O’Neill (1875-1947) née Ruckert, wrote
to Delius about a recent Liverpool concert she had attended and at which
three more ‘rather dull’ Edward Agate songs had been performed.20 This
was at the first musical festival organised by the new Musical League, of
music by English Composers and was reviewed in the Times.21 Edward
had here played a viola obbligato to another song, while his own Three
German Songs, sung by Frederic Austin
‘were much less agreeable. They sounded like a willful caricature of Max
Reger’s most nebulous style, and only the Third, a Wiegenlied [cradle
song], had any spontaneity in its melody’.

Ego 2 has a first Delian entry under 7th May 1935, when James Agate had
been reading Ethel Smyth’s recent book on Beecham. This confirmed that
34
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he had been at the miserably attended first performance of Sea Drift in
Manchester [p177 – and is here the only Delius work mentioned]. This same
volume ended [pp.409-410] with a sad entry for 23rd June 1936, printing a
poem, ‘Edward’s Journey’, in which Edward himself foresaw the coming
end of his own un-fulfilled life, and which James here printed without
comment. This poem again featured a reference to Edward’s two sets of
published Sechs Lieder of 1906-1907.22
Ego 3 (p75) next found James Agate rooting about in 1937 in some old
papers. His search had revealed the Musical Standard for 2nd November
1907, which carried an enthusiastic review by composer Josef Holbrooke
(1878-1958, see ODNB) of Edward’s music, and of both his two sets of Sechs
Lieder, one of the first of which had been performed in Manchester in 1909.
Holbrooke’s review claimed that Edward
‘has, to my mind, a great genius. It is revealed in his harmony, in his most
original atmosphere, and, greatest of all, in his melodies ... If I say that the
third song Parting [of the first set of Sechs Lieder of 1906], rivals Mr Delius
in passion, this should be sufficient to those who know those works.’

Agate could only comment
‘Now [1938] they are what Ethel Monticue calls ‘piffle before the wind’,
and I don’t suppose Edward ever thinks of them. It is just like him to
compose stuff, which at that date, only [John] Coates could sing – Ernest
Newman in the Manchester Guardian called his harmony ‘modern of the
moderns’ – and no amateurs could play. Edward has always been very
difficult to encourage.’

Holbrooke’s long review in the Musical Standard for 2nd November 1907
described both Edward’s 1906 and 1907 sets of Six Songs.23 He compared
the first set to
‘the “Shelley” songs, published in 1892, by Delius, or some of the
“Sappho” songs by Bantock, [which] bring us all close together, where we
have the welfare of English music at heart’.

But betrayed by Edward’s fluent use of German all through, Holbrooke was
misled enough to claim ‘Mr Agate comes from Germany’. His review of the
rest of the second set of 1907 continued in the issue for 16th November.24
Here Holbrooke finally urged performers, like Mrs Henry Wood, Miss
Perceval Allen, Gervase Elwes (as well as Coates – already mentioned) to
include
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‘Mr. Agate in their song schemes, as only such fine artists can appreciate
the masterly songs here under fire’.

Holbrooke by now had discovered that Agate was English and lived in
Manchester, and
‘his works comprise only 25 songs, so Dr Richter will be able to go on yet
a little longer ignoring modern English music’.

Edward’s next set of Five Songs with German and English words, with
translations by the composer, was published in January 1911 by Opus
Music Co. The first of these five carries the dedication ‘To Frederick Delius’
at the top.25
James Harding notes how
‘Edward had stumbled through life determined to be his own man. He
never compromised and never turned his gifts to commercial advantage’.

But the main reason for Edward’s downfall from middle life seems to have
been alcohol.26 The bulk of his tiny income had come from his many
translations of Opera libretti. Edward knew French, Russian, German,
Spanish and Italian and partial lists of his many translations for both operas
and oratorios, and books, can be found.27 Eugene Goossens mentions his
‘fine [1918] translation from Russian into English’ of the libretto to RimskyKorsakov’s opera The Golden Cockerell.28 Holbrooke again mentioned
Edward in his 1925 book Contemporary British Composers29 as
‘one equipped for effective and splendidly written piano music. His
difficult valses and interludes are worthy of all pianists and he is a gifted
song-writer. His translations of foreign libretti are also very much
valued’.

But neither of the above lists name the opera which involved Delius and
which must have been one of the very last tasks which Edward undertook.
This was for the first, September 1935, productions of Delius’s opera Koanga
in this country. Delius had lost track of where this music had got to, and it
was only after a visit to Grez that Patrick Hadley (1899-1973 – see ODNB)
had been able to track it down in London.30 Fenby could now revise the
music and Beecham together with Edward Agate revised the libretto.31 It is
sad that so little is known, or heard, since of Edward Agate’s multi-faceted
abilities. The last seen of them is the notice in Ego 4 (1940) of a BBC
performance in March 1940 of Edward’s Seven Interludes for Piano broadcast
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from a previous recital in Manchester by a refugee from the Nazis, Franz
Osborn (1905-1955). James Agate had missed both this recital and its
broadcast and could only rely on the kind Manchester Guardian review.
James Agate and Ego
Returning to James Agate’s treatment, it is a pity that publication of
Ego had started so late. In his 1945 book of earlier essays, Immoment Toys,
James had reprinted some of his earlier notices. One, of a performance of
Dick Whittington, at the London Hippodrome, on 31st December 1932, had
noted
‘the songs were drenched with as much nostalgia as if they came out of
Delius’s Brigg Fair’ [p24].

Another, of 30th December 1934, suggested that one school of thought held
that ‘all pantomine should be accompanied by Delius’s wilting ecstasy’. So
James was clearly a knowledgeable Delian.
He also held robust opinions. In Ego 3 [p335] he had replied to an
invitation to a Deutsche Akademie performance of Richard Strauss’s latest
opera Der Friedenstag [Peace Day, in which Strauss expresses anti-war
sentiments] in Munich on 24th July 1938 as follows:
‘I must decline [this] in the most emphatic manner possible. My mother
was educated in Germany and I have been accustomed to hearing German
from the cradle. All my life I have found my best friends among Germans.
I have spent half my leisure time listening to German music. I immensely
admire all that Germany has achieved since the War. But I will not set
foot in your country so long as you persecute Jews. We will not argue
whether this is an offence before God; it is an abomination in the sight of
man. I regret to have to write like this. But I feel deeply on the subject, as
do hundreds of thousands of Englishmen who, like myself, have no drop
of Jewish blood in their veins.’

Ego 4 continued [p144] with James’s entry for 24th November 1939. This
noted
‘I made a point of keeping awake [for a broadcast] of Delius’s Eventyr and
Sibelius No 6, and I now realise that, with the exception of [Peter]
Cornelius, a delightful little master, I shall never be an ‘elius fan’.

Ego 5 [pp43-45] as we have seen, carried the sad news of Edward’s death in
York after an unspecified hospital operation in 1940. It also recorded the
end of his Manchester Guardian obituary
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‘his output of [musical] compositions was small but of an intensely
personal modern idiom. Perhaps his best-recognised activity [had been]
the translation into English of numerous opera libretti and other works
from foreign texts. Among these were Wagner’s Ring, the many operas of
Rimsky-Korsakoff, and the standard work on orchestration by the same
author.’

But as James had earlier put it
‘This picture of a man with such a record shivering in an overcoat over an
empty grate is pure Balzac. The way Edward preserves his scorn of
everything short of the first rate is after Balzac’s heart’. (Ego 2, 1935, p125).

Ego 5 (1942, p180) notes
‘Dr Malcolm Sargent is said to have included Delius’s [A] Song before
Sunrise in his popular orchestral concerts at the Coliseum, ... but these
things are hardly worth my attendance nowadays [in wartime]. If I want
to renew acquaintance with Delius’s score I take it down from my
bookshelf and read it before breakfast.’

Ego 7 (17th September 1944, p194) has this
‘Our Ernest [Newman] is at it again. In today’s Sunday Times he writes
“When you diffidently suggest to one of the blind-spot Delians that one
reason why Delius’s operas, for instance, have not secured the place they
deserve in the repertory may be that all his characters seem to speak much
the same language, he will as likely as not, judging from my own
experience, rejoin that the language is equally the same in all the Mozart
or all the Wagner operas’.
‘This is the flattest nonsense. I should never dream of saying this about
Wagner. Introduce five bars of the Prelude to Lohengrin into the middle
of the Prelude to Tristan, and I promise Ernest that I shall twig it ... But if
I were to insert, say, fifty bars of [A] Song before Sunrise into In a Summer
Garden, I don’t believe that one per cent of the Albert Hall audience would
notice it. I don’t believe Delius himself would have noticed it. As a superDelian put it at lunch today: “Delius is all intoxication, but it’s all the same
intoxication. Wagner has a hundred ways of making you tight”. Of
course Wagner has his finger-prints, but he was also a mighty composer
of tunes, whereas Delius is all finger-prints and nothing you can hum ... I
had just written the last word when from the wireless came the plaintive
strains of On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring. [Isidore] Leo [Pavia (18751945) James’s pianist and composer friend] said “This music moves me to
tears, it is so autumnal”.’
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Ego 7 [20th September 1944, pp196-197) records
‘Ran into Malcolm Sargent at the Ivy [Club]. He said Delius has only one
emotion – the expression of loveliness. “His music knows nothing about
passion, hate, anger, jealousy, or the emotions of ordinary people; his
concern is solely the expression of beauty. And I personally don’t want it
to be anything more”. Somebody said “But surely that limits the man as
an artist? SARGENT. ”Why? I shouldn’t regard a mystic who spent his
life in an effort to achieve unity with the Deity as a limited being.” James
Agate “Perhaps not. But I should regard an evening spent watching a
Buddist contemplate his navel as a limited form of amusement. Ten
minutes of it would be enough for me; and I have had my fill of Delius
after ten minutes”.’

Ego 7 [pp221-222] next has a fascinating response, dated 14th October 1944,
from a Manchester reader who had just read James Agate’s article, quoted
earlier, about ‘how Delius came to Manchester (see page 34) in 1908’. This
was from Robert Jaffrey Forbes (1878-1858),32 who was by then Principal of
the Royal Manchester College of Music. His letter to James Agate is worth
quoting.
‘With regard to your note on the memorable evening when Beecham gave
Appalachia and Sea Drift to an audience of two hundred – I was one of that
fortunate gathering – I should like to add a postscript of a personal nature
which may or may not interest you. Beecham’s next appearance was at a
Hallé concert [on 7th March 1911] and for some inscrutable reason
[Herbert] Sidebotham [1872–1940],33 invited me to write the Manchester
Guardian notice of this concert ...The notice was no doubt foolish, and
probably unjust to Beecham – he doesn’t know to this day that I wrote it
– but I have always felt a certain amount of pride that I was one of the few
voices crying out that Delius was a genius [Beecham’s first Manchester
Concert had included his Dance Rhapsody.’34
‘Many years after – in 1915 – or 1916 I think - [in fact on 4th March 1915],35
I had the joy of giving the first performance at a Hallé concert (with
Beecham) of the [Delius] Piano Concerto, and also the first public
performance – in fact, the first performance of any sort, for the composer
heard it for the first time in Beecham’s house in Hobart Place, when, clad
in pyjamas and dressing-gown, he insisted on my reading the piano part
of his first Violin and Piano Sonata from MS in the small hours of the
morning.36 These occasions began an acquaintance, and I think I may say
a friendship, which lasted until a few months before his death, when I
visited him for the last time at his home in Grez-sur-Loing.’
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‘I possess the original manuscript of the Violin Sonata, and also a good
many letters from Delius.37 In one of the latter he makes an interesting
confession of faith. Speaking of Scriabin he says “I know scarcely
anything of Scriabin – a few piano pieces very much influenced by Chopin
and a few quite modern piano pieces, which in my opinion are quite
experimental. I see no relation between the first works of S. and these
pieces. I take little interest in experimental art of any kind. Music,
especially, is only the means of expression of a nature human, poetic,
original, commonplace, or rare as the case may be. The moment the
intellect predominates in the purely experimental, like Erik Satie, Strauss
(in part), Schönberg and Stravinsky (in part), it leaves me cold, unmoved
and only partly interested”.’

Ego 7 (1944, pp232-233) continues with Agate’s letter to [later Sir] Neville
Cardus (1888-1975 – see ODNB, dated 30th October 1944. Cardus became
a fellow Mancunian journalist who, in 1927, had succeeded Samuel
Longford as music critic for the Manchester Guardian. He and James had
naturally become good friends and Cardus during this time in Australia
had been able to write his book Ten Composers (1945) there, with its preface
dated Sydney, August 1944. But he now needed a wise critic before
publication and James was the man chosen. His letter shows that James
Agate spent much time correcting Cardus’s book, which included a
fascinating chapter on Delius, as number nine in the chosen chronological
order which Cardus ends,
‘His music will never be familiar to a large crowd; and the few who have
come to love it will try hard to keep it to themselves’ (p152).
‘In short, [James now writes to Australia] I have put this entrancing book
right in all matters of fact, and left only its errors of taste and judgment!
This has cost me some seventy-two hours of work which at a rate of
sixpence an hour, will amount in a few years’ time to a bottle of
champagne.’

Final Delian comment comes in Ego 8 (1945, p114). On 13th May 1945, only
five days after VE Day, James is pondering possible retribution on German
war criminals. His journal starts
‘I wonder whether hanging would be more congenial if the ceremony
took place in the open air on some fine day in, say, Mecklenburgh Square
[King’s Cross, London]. With windows bulging at ten guineas a seat, five
to stand, and the London Philharmonic in full blast at the Funeral March
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from the Eroica, Delius’s Procession of Protracted Death from Hassan, SaintSaëns’ Danse Macabre, and Strauss’s Till Eulenspiegel, the programme to be
so timed that the crêpe-hung car enters the Square to the grisly yet
exultant strains of Berlioz’s Marche au Supplice.’

This list at least shows the extent of Agate’s knowledge of music. Delius’s
suitability to join it is confirmed by Eugene Goossens, who had conducted
the first performance in September 1923. He then called it
‘one of the two most effective numbers in the play – a grisly march which
accompanied the lovers to their torture and death’.38

How Delius might have reacted to this projected use of his music mercifully
remains unknown, as he had long escaped the horrors of World War 2.
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HACKED OFF!
Last year, whilst doing some preparatory reading, prior to my trip to Grezsur-Loing, I came across an article on Delius, published in the Guardian on
the 150th anniversary of the composer’s birth. Although some of my
friends were already acquainted with this piece, I was not, and on reading
through for the first time I was surprised to learn that I’d quite
unknowingly joined a society ‘with a membership’, according to Michael
White ‘that ranges from the amiably eccentric to the outright bonkers’.
I found it mildly irritating but do not take it personally. Nor should
one, for I’ll admit to being a fairly amiable fellow when the mood takes me,
and even own up to a few eccentricities from time to time; however, as yet
no one has been moved to have me spirited away by the men in white coats.
This particular journalist has issues with Delius’s ‘Englishness’, both
of the man and his music. He says
‘Committed Delians will tell you (Delius) evokes the soul of a forgotten
English landscape’

which White doesn’t ‘hear’. Although I’ve no problem with that – it isn’t as
though one can fire back, ‘Tell me, then, how do you think a forgotten
English landscape should sound?’ (as the question is perfectly ridiculous) –
his sources are vague. Though born in Bradford, continues White, there are
a number of factors which militate against Delius ‘feeding much
Englishness into his music’. He cites Delius’s linear descent and his
inability to lay claim to the English stock that Elgar had; his constant
uprooting from one place to another; his disdain for scholarship; and,
perhaps more than anything else, his spending so little time in the land of
his birth. Naturally I don’t agree, especially on this last point because that
would be like contending that Ralph Vaughan Williams has no entitlement
to A Sea Symphony on the grounds of not having spent most of his life in the
Royal Navy or the Merchant Marine. Moreover, can one seriously wonder
how differently North Country Sketches may have turned out if had it been
written in, say, Yorkshire rather than at Grez where Delius was living at the
time?
Though not necessarily so in this case, it seems to me that all emigrant
composers have a perfect right to attribute the title of their works to any
place of their choice, if similarities obtain in the country in which they are
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currently living, and from which they are drawing their inspiration. The
undulation of a river, or the beauty of a pasture and meadow in rural
France, is not so very different from those to be found in our own islands;
after all, it’s not that long ago that Dogger Bank finally submerged and
wrested Britain from the continent of Europe.
White says ‘Delius is “feeling” from start to finish’, but this is such a
sweeping generalisation that it’s difficult to know what he means. For sure,
there are those who will have an emotional attachment to his music; for
others, he is a musical landscapist of the first order (an area of expression
to which I shall largely confine myself). Acknowledging that compositional
practices will necessarily have to change if newer ways are to be found in
capturing the essence of nature, in an art form which is performed and
consumed in real time, is the key to weaning commentators like White away
from the notion that Delius’s music has ‘too little form and structure’. It
may be likened to the proposition that a free-flowing river (‘unending
melody’) is no longer free-flowing if it is interspersed with lock gates along
its course. These more amorphous structures may be difficult for some
listeners to accept, particularly those whose ears are trained in the forms
and norms that have existed for centuries.
Delius’s chromatic ‘slithering’ comes in for some criticism. This is an
unfortunate word, and whilst it might adequately describe a graceful
reptilian movement on a greasy pole, it comes nowhere near in portraying
the genius of a man who is able to take a set of disparate, extended
harmonies (often without any apparent harmonic linkage from one chord
to the next) and turn it all into a composite whole. It is a very enriching
experience to be left bathing in a wash of such harmonic sumptuousness that is, for those fortunate among us to receive it – and I feel for those who
are unable to share the enjoyment.
Most Delians will know of Delius’s loathing of Beethoven.
Beethoven’s music, however, is useful in a) giving some credence to White’s
correct assertion that ‘extra musical associations’ have much to do with how
a particular work has come to be regarded, and b) serving to throw into
relief two further points I wish to make. Taking the first of these, the title
Moonlight Sonata was never attributable to Beethoven. Presumably, he was
quite happy to bequeath it to the world as his Sonata quasi una fantasia Op
27 No 2 without any further qualification. It was thought up by a certain
Rellstab who was moved by the Sonata’s opening movement (which for me,
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because of its lugubriousness, is less like some sort of crepuscular romantic
awakening than a wearisome, nightly, trudge through the Romney Marshes
of a bygone era).
Conversely, the works of Beethoven can be a very welcoming musical
comforter for those who would be Delius’s detractors, and one piece
springs to mind immediately: it is beloved of singers and choralists and has
the added distinction of parading as the European Anthem, though,
unfortunately, for this writer, it constitutes some of the ghastliest musical
phrases ever set down on manuscript. Nevertheless, it has one thing going
for it, and is an absolute boon for those who have the greatest difficulty in
allowing Delius to pass through their auditory canals: it has plenty of
joined-up notes – twelve bars of them!, in fact, and always with that everpresent tonic-dominant, dominant-tonic cadencing, so characteristic of the
great man. (If Beethoven had simply used a rising perfect fourth instead of
a falling perfect fifth he could have kept all sixteen bars within the confines
of a single tetrachord. I can imagine, too, how Delius might have cringed
and how he would have found it anything but an Ode to Joy.)
For all that, Beethoven will remain at the forefront of the panoply of
great composers. His Sixth Symphony for example, will continue to give joy
to millions of people, for there is much to commend it, particularly the
second movement. As a ‘pastorale’, though, it still remains based on a
conventional melody line and time-worn harmonies. Stood alongside the
tone poetry of Delius, however, it pales, for it cannot hope to compete
against the work of progressive composers who were to build their musical
idiom on gapped scales, modal forms and the like. Along with it would
come a vastly extended harmonic palette which could produce those
wonderful ‘melodies of harmonies’ (as another writer to this journal has so
aptly put it) and invest composers with the means to produce works which
were far more descriptive.
In the course of his narrative White says he has ‘tried to care’ for
Delius, but there seems to be a logical inconsistency here: I, personally,
don’t see how it is possible to care for something one finds inherently
disagreeable.
He has also taken a pot shot at Delius’s Cello Sonata, calling it
‘unfathomable’, again a poor choice of word. For now, I can only think of
the atonalism of Arnold Schoenberg – that completely egalitarian, yet
complex, form – where such a word would have a decided application, and
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not just in its interpretive sense but in the systemization of scoring works
based on it.
Finally, in researching any detractive, perhaps ill-conceived or offhanded remark from some of the greatest names in the business, White has
produced a thumbnail sketch of a man and his music (not to mention his
followers) which is at best extremely disappointing. Who can take seriously
White’s remark that ‘Delius had no sense of rhythmic pulse’, no matter that
it is based on a remark by Sir Thomas Beecham in a television interview
years before?; even Delius might have owned that his conducting skills
weren’t up to those who earn their living at it. There are other comments
but they, too, are mainly risible and cavilling.
Yes, it’s perfectly true that Delius still has some way to go, but his
name, at least, and certainly his music will endure long after the names of
eminent writers at Kings Place have faded with the passage of time.
As I’ve been going through these lines I’ve been all too painfully aware
that at any moment ... ah! there it is: the proverbial ‘knock on the door’ –
thank goodness for that!, there are no white coats, it’s only the postman ...
at least for now!
Derek Schofield
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100 YEARS AGO
In this regular series, Paul Chennell looks back at Delius’s letters and the writings
of others to gain an insight into the composer’s activities in 1917.
In July 1917, because of continuing health problems Delius was staying at a
Normandy spa his doctor had recommended. At this time he was scarcely
able to walk. Jelka wrote to Marie Clews and said of her husband that he
was much more depressed about the future because he was not working.
That month in a letter Jelka, who was clearly longing to be back in Norway,
wrote to Delius
‘It is dreadful that we are cut off from Norway … I never felt so strongly
that it is really a necessity to you.’1

After some treatment at the spa, Delius wrote to tell Jelka that there had
been some improvement in his legs. Soon after this he wrote again to say
that he had further improved and had undertaken a ten kilometre walk
with only occasional pauses.2 Delius left the spa in early August. In that
same month the couple enjoyed a holiday in Brittany,
In the autumn of 1917 Delius and his wife spent a quiet time at Grez
between several visits to Paris to see his doctor and also to visit Henry and
Marie Clews. As the weeks passed there was further improvement in
Delius’s health.
At the end of the year Delius started to consider plans for a visit to
London. The very cold weather and the scarcity of coal and wood meant
they could not heat the house sufficiently.3 In January 1918 Delius wrote to
the young British composer C W Orr and said that he hoped to have works
performed in London. He also asked if Orr knew of any of his friends who
wished to rent out their houses, as he needed somewhere to stay in London.
In a letter written to Norman O’Neill in December 1917 Delius also
mentioned that he was bringing seven manuscript works with him to
England. He said that if there was any problem with his trip to England he
and Jelka might travel to Switzerland for a while, as he believed that he
might be able to obtain performances of some of his works there.4 Delius
also mentioned in his letter to Norman O’Neill that he hoped to contact
Beecham in order to have some of his new music performed in London.
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Works undertaken and completed in 1917 included: Two Songs to be
Sung of a Summer Night on the Water; a general revision with the addition of
a scherzo to the String Quartet; and the completion of Eventyr.
Paul Chennell
Boyle Andrew J, 2017, Delius and Norway, The Boydell Press p273
Carley L, 1988, Delius: a life in letters, Vol 2 1909-1934 p176
3 Ibid p182
4 Ibid p183
1
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CONCERT REVIEWS
A VILLAGE ROMEO AND JULIET
Below are three reviews of New Sussex Opera’s recent production of A Village
Romeo and Juliet in Lewes, London and Sevenoaks.
Sali: Luke Sinclair
Sali as a child: Alex Edwards
Vrenchen: Kirsty Taylor-Stokes
Vrenchen as a child: Nell Parry
Manz: Robert Gilden
Marti: Geoffrey Moses
The Dark Fiddler: Ian Beadle
The Wild Girl: Georgia Cudby
Other parts by members of the Chorus
Kantanti Ensemble and Kantanti Chorus conducted by Lee Reynolds
Director: Susannah Waters
Designer: Anna Driftmier
Lighting Designer: Jai Morjaria
New Sussex Opera
Wednesday 22nd March 2017
Lewes Town Hall
I recently had the opportunity of attending my first Delius opera, in a
production of A Village Romeo and Juliet given by New Sussex Opera, which
I greatly enjoyed.
Along with an excellent chorus, all the major players sang well and
wholesomely with the libretto well-articulated and well-projected. For
special praise I am tempted to single out Ian Beadle (The Dark Fiddler) who
had been secreted to an outer-aisle seat in the stalls from where he made his
first vocal entrance. Naturally our heads turned as he began and for a brief
moment we were treated to a rather pleasing tri-phonic effect of sound
which gradually receded as he approached the stage.
With much reduced instrumental forces than Delius had originally
intended, the orchestra was more than adequate for the auditorium within
the confines of Lewes Town Hall. The players gave a very polished
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Sali and Vrenchen

performance, the sound was balanced and Lee Reynolds, who conducted
with great verve, evinced a real passion for the music under his direction.
As a self-confessed Delian harmonist, and given the complexity of the
composer’s writing, I fully appreciate all the hard work which must have
gone into this production and, naturally enough, was audibly attentive to
each and every semblance of that wonderful sol-la-do’, sol’ motif which
comes to full fruition in The Walk to the Paradise Garden.
I do not know if it had been the subject of a lengthy debate and
speculation among the production staff, but I was invited by a cast member
to give an opinion about the scenery. ‘Interesting!’, I commented. As a
matter of fact, I was rather intrigued with the contemporaneous shifting of
scenery during the performance and the all too visual angularity of many
of the settings, which I would further characterise as both rough-hewn and
minimalist, though no doubt in keeping with the rusticity and simplicity of
a Swiss ‘Dorf’ in earlier times.
And that surely is the point, for here we have an opera company which
is unable to call upon the much vaster resources of the large opera houses
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in the metropolitan areas, a company which has done very well,
considering, and one which may have had to pare here and there to keep
within the restraints of its own limited budget. For all that, it was able to
bring off a fine and creditable performance on the night.
Derek Schofield


Tuesday 28th March 2017
Cadogan Hall, London
All Delius’s six operas are notoriously difficult to stage, even for a major
company, so all credit is due to New Sussex Opera (NSO) for having given
four performances of A Village Romeo and Juliet at different places in Kent
and Sussex, and this one in London. The basic problems are, of course, that,
while the music is very largely echt Delius, and immediately attractive, his
ideas of stagecraft were totally unrealistic, and the libretti of five of them,
of which he provided four (including this one) himself, are, frankly,
dreadful.
Fritz Cassirer, who conducted the premiere at the Komische Oper in
Berlin in 1907, wrote to Delius about a meeting to decide whether or not to
put it on, and said that
‘All [there] without exception, were of the opinion that:
(1) the music is magnificent;
(2) the book is quite impossible;
(3) a success could only be expected with rich and luxurious scenic
effects’

and there is no doubt that he was right on at least the first two points, if
perhaps not the last.
The story is based on a novella by the Swiss Gottfried Keller. After
Delius had rejected words originally written for him by an English writer,
Charles F Keary, he unsuccessfully tried to produce his own text; then
discussions with Karl-Auguste Gerhardi, the brother of Jelka’s great painter
friend, Ida Gerhardi, came to nothing; and finally Delius sought help from
Jelka, who considerably improved what he had started with. His original
text was thoroughly Victorian, and even her version and in all the various
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Vagabonds

subsequent re-writings still sounds hopelessly stiff and stilted – which does
nothing to help the singers with their body-language and gestures. NSO’s
director, Susannah Walters, and the conductor, Lee Reynolds, had further
up-dated it, sadly to no obvious effect. It might have made more sense to
use English surtitles derived from the German translation that Jelka made
for the original 1907 production in Berlin.
Concert halls are brilliant places for some semi-staged operas – for
example The Royal Concert Hall in Nottingham, where Opera North did
their quite marvellous Der Ring des Nibelungen last year – but sadly the
Cadogan Hall is not, certainly for anything needing such substantial forces
as A Village Romeo. Delius’s score is truly lavish, providing wonderful
colour and atmosphere but, particularly as this production was designed
for touring, there was no alternative to a huge reduction in the size of the
orchestra, from Delius’s original 110 or so to 24 players – albeit expertly
made by Reynolds, with a real feeling for the music, as his conducting
showed too. Although the Kantanti Ensemble played extremely well, they
could not, of course, provide the thrill of the powerful and most romantic
parts of the score – in particular The Walk to the Paradise Garden – and they
were sometimes overwhelmed by the singers.
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It was also a mistake (at least in the Cadogan Hall) to have such an
elaborate set, portraying a village green, which not only necessitated the
orchestra sitting at the back of the ‘stage’ and Reynolds having to conduct
with his back to the singers, but also prevented The Walk being in any way
the most magical part of the whole opera. The centrepiece was a large
wooden platform, the seemingly continuous construction and removal of
which occupied most of the 34-strong chorus for much of the opera – but
they were clearly very committed, sang stylishly, with good words, and in
many ways were the central element of the whole production.
Returning to the question of the libretto, a poor one almost always
means weak characterisation – and that is certainly the case with A Village
Romeo. None of the three protagonists – Sali, Vrenchen and the central
figure of The Dark Fiddler – develops as a person, which was a pity from
the point of view of the singers, as Luke Sinclair and Kirsty Taylor-Stokes,
as the two lovers, both sang very well (although her voice is perhaps overlusty for a quiet, yet passionate, young girl), as did Ian Beadle as the Fiddler
(in this production perversely without a violin!). Robert Gildon and
Geoffrey Moses were perfectly adequate as the two fathers.
It was a brave effort on the part of New Sussex Opera, but sadly too
many problems mitigated against its being a real success.
Martin Lee-Browne


Friday 31st March 2017
Stag Theatre, Sevenoaks
This was a rare opportunity to see a new production of A Village Romeo and
Juliet by New Sussex Opera. This organisation has been around for forty
years and has an impressive list of productions of both familiar and
unfamiliar operas. Performances generally take place in venues in the
south-east and this performance of Delius’s opera was one of a series in
Lewes, Tonbridge, Sevenoaks and in the Cadogan Hall, London.
There were many fascinating and surprising things about this
production and for me the most surprising one concerns the orchestra. In
A Village Romeo and Juliet the sound of the orchestra is of paramount
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Sali, Vrenchen and The Dark Fiddler

importance – in no way can it be thought of as a mere background to the
voices – it plays a crucial part in telling the story. Cecil Gray once described
the opera as
‘a symphonic poem with the implicit programme made explicit upon the
stage.’

Delius wrote it for a massive orchestra of Wagnerian dimensions but
handled with consummate skill and restraint, creating a hugely varied
palette of colours and reserving the full forces just for occasional moments
to achieve maximum impact. So it was surprising to see that for this
production the conductor, Lee Reynolds, had reduced Delius’s forces to just
24 players: 16 strings, four woodwind and a single horn, percussion, harp
and organ – probably a quarter of the numbers that Delius would have
expected! The arrangement has been very skilfully done and must have
cost an enormous amount of time and effort but of course it can only give a
pale impression of Delius’s original. Fortunately the musicians were all
first-rate and the string players gave a surprisingly good illusion of a much
larger section. But the relative lack of wind and brass created an overall
thinness of texture and monotony of colour, with the few wind instruments
available constantly being pressed into service as missing horns, trumpets
and trombones. And of course, with everyone playing most of the time
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there was nothing in reserve for the climactic moments. The muted effect
was unfortunately exacerbated by placing many of the players under the
stage, so that harp and organ were almost inaudible. But there are some
upsides to having a small ensemble: for a start, it opens up the number of
possible performance venues, and I doubt that the Stag Theatre in
Sevenoaks could have accommodated Delius’s full orchestra. And the
singers were always audible, sometimes even dominating the orchestra –
something I never expected to hear with Delius! Sali had a rather strident
voice and a tendency to bawl, but Vreli and the Dark Fiddler were excellent.
The chorus were numerous and also very impressive – their clear diction
and power enabled many details to be heard that are normally hard to make
out. The prominence of the chorus also fitted in with the conductor’s novel
interpretation of the plot in which he sees the chorus as the
‘main protagonists, the pressure of the community and their expectations
driving the young lovers to desperate ends.’

This is not the way most interpret the opera but it is perhaps worthy of
consideration. Successive English language productions have gradually
modernised Delius’s stilted and awkward libretto and it was good to see
that further significant improvements were made here, though personally I
still prefer to hear this opera sung in German.
Several major yet interesting structural changes were made to the
musical sequence. The conductor Lee Reynolds decided to lift the entire
Dark Fiddler’s aria from Scene 6 (in which he recalls the story so far) and
put it into Scene 4 (in the score: from fig 59 to 2 bars after fig 67 in Scene 6
was inserted at fig 5 in Scene 4). Dramatically this makes some sense and,
perhaps surprisingly, it also works musically. Another innovation which
works was to insert a reprise of some of the fairground waltz music at the
end of the fairground scene to increase the amount of orchestral music
before the transition to The Walk to the Paradise Garden. This was cleverly
used to cover the scene change so that the magic of the Walk could then
unfold without being disturbed by ‘noises off’.
The staging was typical of so many operatic productions nowadays
that attempt to say something ‘new’ but it mystified me. The opening scene
looked like a building site with Manz and Marti as carpenters about to lay
planks over a network of joists – sometimes the joists were upended to form
a wall. The planks were repeatedly rearranged into different patterns and
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at the end the lovers just lay down between in a kind of box on the joists –
no drifting away or moving off-stage. The significance of Delius’s virtuoso
violin solo just after the ‘liebestod’ was completely lost because there was
no Dark Fiddler to be seen anywhere at this point! How any producer can
fail on this point is beyond me.
How to summarise this fascinating production? Excellent singing for
the most part, a really impressive chorus, a welcome update to the English
libretto and a new idea about the significance of the chorus in the opera.
Rather gimmicky (and for me) somewhat incomprehensible staging. But
the idea of making such a drastic reduction to Delius’s orchestration has left
me with mixed feelings, though it has been very skilfully done. I can see
that small forces increase the number of possible performance venues and
improve the orchestra-singer balance but for me this is a step too far as too
many of the vital characteristics of Delius’s masterly score have been lost.
Just as we wouldn’t think of reducing Tristan to 24 players perhaps A Village
Romeo and Juliet is not the right work for such treatment. My hope is that
those hearing the opera for the first time in this production might be
interested enough to explore further and discover the magic and mastery of
Delius’s original scoring.
Tony Summers
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SUMMER NIGHT ON THE RIVER
BBC Proms at Stage@TheDock, Hull
22nd July 2017
Royal Northern Sinfonia
Nicholas McGegan conductor
The BBC Proms travelled out of London to Hull for this site-specific
performance of music inspired by water, centring on Handel’s Water Music
suites, first performed 300 years ago at a river party for George I on the
Thames. Nicholas McGegan directed the Royal Northern Sinfonia, at Hull’s
outdoor amphitheatre, in a programme featuring everything from storms
and shipwrecks to calm seas and seductive sirens.
There was very much a party atmosphere at this concert. The audience
was very vocal and enthusiastic at the prospect of, and the performance of,
every item in the programme. Each time we were told that the concert was
coming from Hull – and this was repeated on numerous occasions
throughout the concert – the audience gave an excited cheer.
We began with Telemann’s Water Music overture which was
beautifully performed, providing a lively introduction. It was clear from
the start that for radio listeners at least, the acoustics at the venue were
excellent. This was followed by Delius’s Summer Night on the River, which
Andrew Boyle, in his new book Delius and Norway, calls one of ‘two
smilingly melodic miniatures’. This piece was rather quickly flowing along
and thus robbed of some of its atmosphere and magic. Nevertheless I
enjoyed the very beautiful woodwind playing. Presumably this is rather
unusual territory for Nicholas McGegan, and he certainly did not drag his
feet in this piece. Delius’s harmonic invention was presented clearly with
the fine acoustics of this venue. The audience showed its enthusiastic
appreciation at the end of this work.
Handel’s Water Music Suite No 3 followed, and provided a stark
contrast to the Delius; this was followed by a work newly composed by
Grace Evangeline Mason, entitled River, which was a BBC commission: and
we heard its first concert performance. Despite its unfamiliarity the
audience seemed enthusiastic and appreciative of the novelty.
It was then good to hear Mendelssohn’s seldom performed overture
Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage which was a pleasant surprise even if it was
not the most exciting music heard that day: Mendelssohn sometimes
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disappoints. However, l must say that this music was on this occasion
beautifully performed by all concerned.
McGegan and his players then tackled Rameau’s overture to his opera
Naïs. This is superb, engaging music which here one feels was in expert
hands. In the two extracts from her Sea Sketches, Grace Williams showed us
a view of the sea on what must have been a dull grey day. The concert
ended with more familiar Handel which left the audience feeling at home
and content musically after a fun afternoon.
Paul Chennell
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ON HEARING THE FIRST CUCKOO IN SPRING
BBC PROMS, Royal Albert Hall, London
Monday 24th July 2017
Beatrice Rana piano
BBC Symphony Orchestra
Sir Andrew Davis conductor
This concert marked the 50th anniversary of the death of Sir Malcolm
Sargent, the chief conductor of the Proms from 1947 to his death twenty
years later. Sir Andrew Davis and the other performers recreated Sargent’s
500th Prom which opened the 1966 season. Given that Sargent was at his
best as a choral conductor it was odd and rather disappointing that there
was no choral music included in the concert.
The concert started with Berlioz’s Overture Le carnaval romain, which
gave Davis and the orchestra a fine opportunity to show off their virtuosity.
This is a very enjoyable piece and we were not disappointed on this
occasion. The performance of the Schumann Piano Concerto which followed
was a pleasing contrast to the Berlioz. Beatrice Rana clearly loves this music
and was wholly in command here. Schumann’s Piano Concerto can seem
tame and pedestrian if the pianist lacks commitment or control of the
situation, but happily on this occasion this was not the case. Sir Andrew
and the orchestra gave solid support throughout and the first half of this
concert ended in triumph for them all.
The second half was devoted to works by British composers. Elgar’s
Overture Cockaigne began the sequence, in a fine and boisterous
performance, which also captured the quiet beauty of some of its passages.
There was plenty of blazing brass but much lyrical string playing and
sensitive woodwind in the musical blend. We then heard a selection from
Walton’s Façade Suites 1 and 2. Without the recitation of Edith Sitwell’s
poems this felt like only half of the act had turned up. However, the
performance of this lightweight but witty music was very enjoyable. We
were then ready for Holst’s much less familiar ballet music The Perfect Fool.
What a shame we don’t hear this score more often in the concert hall
because it is very rewarding in its brief period on the concert platform.
Everything seemed to go swimmingly for Sir Andrew and the orchestra on
this occasion. The radio announcer told us that, perhaps not surprisingly,
it was performed at the Proms fifteen times by Sir Malcolm Sargent, and on
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this occasion the audience was pleased enough with the offering of this
work by Sir Andrew Davis and his forces.
Finally to Delius and On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring, the work
which Andrew Boyle calls in his new book Delius and Norway
‘… one of the most thoroughly Norwegian works Delius ever composed.
One of the two main themes is a Norwegian folk tune, as indeed is made
clear by the composer’s explanatory sub-title Introducing a Norwegian folk
song’

Sir Andrew Davis is of course a fine Delian although on this occasion I
thought he was rather hurried in his tempo, as if he was impatient to get on
with the matter in hand. Whilst we should keep moving forward with the
tempo, there should be time to relish this music which is after all about
beautiful sound; the harmony is to be savoured. Nevertheless it must be
said that the orchestra played this piece beautifully, but as the old Scottish
saying has it: ‘There’s your hat and what’s your hurry?’
It is surely appropriate that Britten’s The Young Person’s Guide to the
Orchestra finished off the concert in style. This music is such a wonderful
showcase for the orchestra and so extraordinarily inventive. The audience
could not help but be thrilled by the superb playing: a fine tribute to a
favourite of the Proms audience of fifty years ago.
Paul Chennell
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CD REVIEWS
DELIUS AND ELGAR STRING QUARTETS
Delius: String Quartet
Elgar: String Quartet
Delius: Two movements from original version reassembled by Daniel
Grimley
The Villiers Quartet
Naxos: 8573586
This pleasing new recording of the
Delius and Elgar Quartets was clearly a
labour of love for the Villiers Quartet.
The recorded sound has the right
amount of space and bloom to add to the
very dedicated approach to this work.
As with much of Delius’s output,
dynamic indications and other markings
are often sparse and leave much to the
interpretation of the players. The Villiers
approach their task with innate musical
intelligence, and also much judicious playing and subtle touches, such as
the delicate trills in the second violin around fig 2 in the first movement.
From the string players’ point of view the numerous double stops can add
thickness and undue weightiness to the texture, but in this regard the
Villiers achieve good balance and blend which enables the music to come
through unburdened. I questioned some of the dynamic choices on
occasion and one or two subito dynamics (see fig 8 in Late Swallows and fig
16 in the fourth movement) were not realised – according to my copy of the
score.
Blending between the instruments is good and the transfer and
interplay of motifs between first and second violins is excellent, as are the
numerous and often awkward changes from arco to pizzicato – and vice
versa.
The second movement has a real sense of joy alongside its precise
ensemble. Late Swallows is particularly well executed and almost always
avoids the danger of the music becoming too fragmented especially given
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the various tempo changes Delius requires. The central muted section
brings its own demands and the exposed quavers in the first violin are
extremely well played, given appropriate delicacy without being over
prominent. The audio contrast between this section and the main material
was noticeable.
The last movement does not quite sustain enough energy in the
opening nine bars despite its full Britten-esque sound. The main theme,
however, has a natural buoyant feel (I am probably not alone in being
unable to dismiss from mind a certain Beethoven Rasumovsky quartet here)
which pervades much of this final movement and certainly is affirmed in
the concluding coda.
With regard to the movements reassembled by Daniel Grimley, as the
sleeve note states, it is in Late Swallows that the most significant differences
appear between both versions and present the more fascinating
comparisons and transformations. I found this to be a worthy piece of
programming for this disc, as I am sure will aficionados and nonaficionados of Frederick Delius alike.
The Delius works are suitably coupled with a really enjoyable
performance of the Elgar Quartet, where on occasion (and this applies in the
Delius works also) the execution of some shifts from the lead violin were a
little intrusive to my taste. With Elgar in particular much of the success of
any performance is when the players are totally considerate to the
composer’s wishes – to every line and dot, dynamic instruction or bowing.
I applaud the Villiers for this in their approach and clearly their
preparation, too often not the case either from ignorance or convenience by
others. The last movement is particularly praiseworthy for the voicing,
shaping of phrases and technical control which fully adheres to the
composer’s wishes and completes this considered and often compelling
performance.
Stephen Threlfall
Derek Schofield gives an account of the CD launch evening on page 85.
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DELIUS AND BAX CHORAL MUSIC
Delius: On Craig Ddu; Six Partsongs; To be Sung of a Summer Night on the
Water; The Splendour Falls on Castle Walls; Midsummer Song
Bax: This Worldes Joie; Five Greek Folksongs; Of a Rose I Sing a Song; I Sing of a
Maiden that is Makeless; Mater Ora Filium
The Carice Singers
George Parris
Naxos: 8573695
A couple of years ago I was discussing
with the Chairman of the Peter Warlock
Society the Carice Singers’ earlier
recording of Warlock’s choral music,
when he expressed the opinion that they
were very brave to begin their selection
with The Full Heart, hardly the most
‘accessible’ of that composer’s works.
They have adopted a rather different
approach in their new release, which
opens with Delius, and the works
represented here include some of the most immediately approachable of his
output in the choral medium – all of them a cappella settings.
The Carice Singers is recognised as one of the finest professional choirs
performing in the UK, praised by Gramophone for their ‘beauty of tone’
and ‘musicality … that few can match’. I cannot but agree. Taking their
name from that of Elgar’s daughter gives a clue to their devotion to British
choral music, and this latest offering for Naxos is a welcome addition to our
strong choral tradition.
The choice of the two composers represented on the disc is an
interesting one. Though both are better known for their orchestral works,
they made substantial contributions to the part-song repertoire. Moreover,
Bax was, at least in his earlier orchestral output, strongly influenced by
Delius, especially in his tone poems such as Tintagel and The Garden of Fand.
I recall hearing the latter work for the first time many years ago on the car
radio and thinking ‘this sounds like Delius’, to be enlightened by a
following announcement and thus beginning a fascination with Bax which
has so far lasted as long as my passion for Delius.
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But to return to the subject, the Delius selection on this CD gives an
admirably broad overview of his unaccompanied choral output, six of the
pieces being from his very early years (1885-1891), two from that of his
maturity (and most productive period – 1907 and 1908), and two late
compositions from 1917 and 1923 respectively. They are not given in
chronological order however, the first item (as I hinted above) being a wise
choice for an introduction, namely On Craig Ddu, an evocative setting of
Arthur Symons subtitled ‘An Impression of Nature’, written in 1907 but not
published until 1910.
Delius’s earliest part-songs date from his time at Leipzig
Conservatoire, and so unsurprisingly are set in German (the first language
of his boyhood home). To the uninitiated who are aware of Delius’s later
emphatic atheism, it may come as a surprise that he composed the next
work, an Ave Maria, at all, and the subdued atmosphere conjured by the
piece is quickly dispelled in the remaining five from the Leipzig period,
Durch den Wald (Through the Woods) looking back in jocund mood into the
nineteenth century rather than forward to Delius’s maturity. An den
Sonnenschein (O Shining Golden Sun) and Sonnenscheinlied (Song of
Sunshine) both foreshadow the much later passage in A Mass of Life where
the baritone soloist sings his invocation to the ‘golden rounded ball’ of the
sun. Frühlingisanbruch (The Coming of Spring) exhibits the same mood of
eager expectation. We are reminded of Delius’s linguistic facility in Her ute
skal gildet staa (Here We Shall Feast), a setting in Norwegian of Ibsen, which
may reflect Delius’s close friendship with Edvard Grieg.
Next follow the Two Unaccompanied Part-songs To Be Sung of a Summer
Night on the Water, dating from 1917 and also well known in Eric Fenby’s
arrangement for string orchestra, Two Aquarelles. This is the first item on
the disc to feature a solo contribution, by tenor James Beddoe. Then,
representing the end of Delius’s composing career (at least on his own), The
Splendour Falls on Castle Walls, which he dictated to Jelka in 1923 because of
failing eyesight. And finally, my own personal favourite among Delius’s
part-songs, Midsummer Song, where we return to the upbeat mood of the
early pieces, though with a wistful thought that ‘… the night is not far
away’, the last ‘heigh-ho’ echoing the ending of Sonnenscheinlied.
Sir Arnold Bax (1883-1953) occupied a more conventional place in the
English musical establishment, having studied at the Royal Academy of
Music, and eventually becoming Master of the Queen’s Musick, though,
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like Delius, he fell under the spell of more remote places, especially the
scenery of coastal Ireland. The choral works on this disc are drawn from
two distinct periods, the early 1920s, when he was perhaps influenced by
Warlock’s choral writing, and twenty years later. Although numbering
only nine (as compared with the eleven by Delius), they occupy the greater
part of the disc (46 minutes out of a total playing time of 71.40).
They begin with This Worldes Joie (1922), a motet setting an early 14th
century text, which is followed by the Five Greek Folksongs of 1942, in which
two further soloists, sopranos Caroline Halls and Elspeth Piggott, make
their appearance. The only accompanied piece on the disc, Of a Rose I Sing
a Song (1920) (with harp, cello and double bass), also features another
soloist, tenor William Searle. I Sing of a Maiden that is Makeless (1923) is
based on a 15th century carol, which is familiar from a setting by Warlock,
which he called As Dew in Aprylle. The final Bax work, Mater Ora Filium, is
also the most substantial, at 13 minutes, and gives the impression that the
choir felt they were saving the best till last, ending as it does in an uplifting
mood of joyous celebration.
The performances on this disc are of a consistently high standard,
particularly in terms of careful attention to dynamics and pellucid diction.
While some of the solo passages are not always of the same quality, the
ensemble work maintains the same level of musicianship which reflects
meticulous preparation and thoughtful interpretation achieved by the
choir’s director, George Parris, who founded the Carice Singers in 2011.
The disc comes with an informative and insightful booklet, the notes
written by our friend-in-Delius, Daniel Grimley. Whilst there are one or
two slight issues – I could find no reference to the Two Unaccompanied Partsongs in the notes, and the two movements, though numbered, are not
identified by their markings – it provides a useful commentary which aids
our appreciation of this remarkably successful recording. A snip at £7.99,
this is a highly recommended purchase for any Delian’s CD collection.
Richard Packer
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DELIUS ORCHESTRAL & CHORAL WORKS
SIR THOMAS BEECHAM
[1] Over the Hills and Far Away; Sleigh Ride; Brigg Fair; Florida Suite; Marche
Caprice.
[2] Dance Rhapsody No 2; Summer Evening; On Hearing the First Cuckoo in
Spring; Summer Night on the River; A Song before Sunrise; Fennimore and Gerda
Intermezzo; Irmelin Prelude; Songs of Sunset.
[3] Dance Rhapsody No 1; Violin Concerto; Piano Concerto; On the mountains
(Paa Vidderne); A Mass of Life – Prelude to Part 2 No 3.
[4] A Village Romeo and Juliet – scenes 1 – 4.
[5] A Village Romeo and Juliet – conclusion; Sea Drift; In a Summer Garden.
[6] Hassan – extracts; Koanga – extracts; Appalachia; Eventyr.
[7] The Song of the High Hills; Paris; songs.
Jean Pougnet, Betty Beecham, Dora Labbette, Maureen Forrester,
John Cameron, Gordon Clinton
Beecham Choral Society, London Select Choir, Royal Opera Chorus,
Luton Choral Society, BBC Chorus
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, London Philharmonic Orchestra
Sir Thomas Beecham
Warner Classics 9029586926 7 CDs.
If one may be excused splitting
metaphors, boxed sets can often be
regarded as mixed bags.
For the
collector they can mean duplicating
recordings one already possesses, and
sometimes it can result in buying several
items one doesn’t particularly want for
the sake of one or two that are not
otherwise available. On the positive side
they can conveniently bring together
recordings that are scattered among
one’s collection, and they can often represent excellent value. Most Delians
will probably have nearly all the recordings in this boxed set under review,
but there are reasons why it should not be overlooked.
For those who bought the big 18-CD Delius: 150th Anniversary Edition
(EMI 0841752) there is little worry about repetition as it only shares six
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orchestral items with this new set, whereas the 6-CD Sir Thomas Beecham
conducts English Music set (Warner Classics 9099152) has almost the
identical first five CDs (lacking only the orchestral extract from A Mass of
Life and In a Summer Garden, the sixth disc containing works by German,
Bantock, Bax and Berners). Even so, anyone possessing this last set might
still want to consider this new one. It offers a fairly comprehensive
collection of Beecham’s Delius recordings for HMV/EMI from 1929 until
1957, without duplicating any of the works that he recorded more than
once, and with stereo versions being issued in preference to mono ones although curiously no distinction is made between stereo and mono
recordings either in the booklet or on the sleeves. So the first two discs
include all Beecham’s stereo recordings of Delius, made in the space of
about five months, between 31st October 1956 and 2nd April 1957, that have
long been available in either a two-LP, cassette or CD format. There may
be cases for either of the two earlier versions of Brigg Fair being musically
preferable to his last and rather more relaxed reading, especially with the
now only too familiar late bass drum entry in the final climax, but otherwise
these are exemplary performances. At the time of Beecham’s death Songs of
Sunset, recorded in one day, had not been approved for release but was
issued later, first in mono only, and then in 1980 in stereo.
The third CD includes three recordings that were made in 1946 at the
time of Beecham’s second Delius Festival and with the same performers:
the Violin Concerto and Piano Concerto (with respectively Jean Pougnet and
Betty Beecham), together with a work that Beecham had introduced as a
novelty at that festival, Paa Vidderne, which he recorded over a fortnight
later but never performed again. It remained unissued until its inclusion in
the second World Records 6-LP boxed set SHB54. Dance Rhapsody No 1 was
also down for recording just after the Festival, but it wasn’t until 1952 that
the work was satisfactorily captured on disc, an unsurpassed interpretation
that is pure Beecham. The last item on this disc is the prelude to part 2 no
3 of A Mass of Life right up to the choral entry and incorrectly labelled here
as the ‘Prelude to Part 2’. Recorded on 11th February 1938 with the London
Philharmonic Orchestra, it was first issued in the World Records 5-LP set
SHB32, and its only other release has been on CD, in SOMM-BEECHAM 8.
(In May 1948 Beecham recorded the Prelude to Part 2 ‘On the Mountains’,
with Dennis Brain first horn, which was also first released in World Records
SHB32 but has not otherwise been available.)
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The fourth and fifth discs are similar to the 2-CD set that included A
Village Romeo and Juliet recorded in 1948 and Beecham’s 1951 recording of
Sea Drift with Gordon Clinton that was not issued until 1992. (The curiously
labelled ‘Chorus Philharmonic Orchestra’ should be read as the RPO
Chorus and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.) But we are also given the
first of Beecham’s two commercial recordings of In a Summer Garden,
recorded in 1936 with the London Philharmonic Orchestra and first issued
in the second of the three Delius Society 78 sets.
This new boxed set includes most of the recordings that were issued
between 1935 and 1939 in those Delius Society 78 volumes. From Volume
1 Paris, Eventyr, Koanga closing scene and Hassan Intermezzo and Serenade
(but not for obvious reasons the two songs sung by Heddle Nash
accompanied by Gerald Moore); from Volume 2 In a Summer Garden (but
not Sea Drift with John Brownlee, Fennimore and Gerda Intermezzo or Over
the Hills and Far Away); and Volume 3 Appalachia, Hassan Closing Scene, and
La Calinda from Koanga (but not Irmelin Prelude).
All the items on CD6, Paris and the songs on CD7, the Piano Concerto
and the excerpt from A Mass of Life on CD3 have been remastered for
inclusion in this boxed set. One item (on CD6) new to CD is a curious one:
an unaccompanied chorus 21 bars long from Hassan (the last item in Act 1).
This was recorded with the London Select Choir on 29th October 1934, ten
days before the Delius Memorial Concert in Queen’s Hall during which it
was played as part of a suite of seven sections from Hassan. The programme
stated that
‘The chorus in the Incidental Music to Hassan is reproduced by a “His
Master’s Voice” High Fidelity Radio-gramophone, by kind permission of
the Gramophone Company Ltd.’

The inclusion of what would seem to have been a specially pre-recorded
gramophone record might imply that a chorus was not needed elsewhere
in this memorial programme, especially when Edwin Evans’ programme
note stated that the closing scene to Hassan that normally requires a chorus
was on this occasion ‘adapted for orchestra’. However, in his note he tells
us that the suite consisted of a portion of the incidental music ‘adapted for
a larger orchestra with a chorus’ and that it also included the chorus for
female voices and orchestra, ‘Daughters of delight, advance’. Furthermore,
Sea Drift was the main work in the programme. Why the Hassan suite was
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performed in this way remains something of a puzzle. For Francis Toye the
recorded unaccompanied chorus was ‘the sole defect of the evening’ while
another critic ‘missed the exquisite effect of the voices of pilgrims on the
Golden Road to Samarkand.’ This chorus from Hassan was first issued in
the World Records LP set SHB32 and since then has not been available until
now. This would seem to have been a very rare instance of a gramophone
record being made specifically for a public performance. The only similar
cases that come to mind are slightly later in the theatre: incidental music
that Walton composed for J M Barrie’s The Boy David staged in 1936 and for
a production by Gielgud of Macbeth in 1942. A recording of a nightingale
for use in performances of Respighi’s Pines of Rome is a rather different case,
as is Constant Lambert conducting the Sadler’s Wells Company in the ballet
Dante Sonata (after Liszt) to commercial gramophone records after the score
and parts had been lost in war-time Holland until he was able to reconstruct
the score.
Soon after the memorial concert Beecham recorded commercially
Eventyr (14th November), the closing scene from Koanga (4th December)
and the Intermezzo and Serenade from Hassan (11th December). The
closing scene from Hassan had to wait until 1938 when it was recorded with
a cut from 2 after D until 12 before K. (This closing scene from Koanga is not
identical to Beecham’s 1951 recording available on Sony, running here from
2 bars after [40] to the end with a cut of 29 bars at the return of the planters’
daughters.)
The seventh disc contains two magnificent performances: The Song of
the High Hills, recorded on 22nd November 1946 (dates not given on the
sleeve), just under a month after it was given at the opening concert of the
1946 Festival, and Paris, recorded on 9th and 21st April 1934 with the
London Philharmonic Orchestra, the test pressings of which the dying
Delius was longing to hear but never did as they were unaccountably held
up by the French customs. Of all the recordings in this set this is the one
that probably shows Beecham at his finest. This last disc concludes with
nine songs, sung by Dora Labbette with Beecham either conducting or
accompanying at the piano, that have only been gathered together once
before, on SOMM-BEECHAM 8, and that collection included an additional
performance of The Violet, with Beecham at the piano which was also in
SHB32 but is not in this new boxed set. Also absent are four orchestral
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songs with Beecham accompanying Marjorie Thomas and Elsie Suddaby
that have been reissued both on Dutton and in the 18-CD anniversary set.
The accompanying booklet contains a fine essay (in three languages as
is the annoying custom these days) on Beecham and Delius by our former
Chairman Lyndon Jenkins, but nothing on the individual works. The
booklet lists the works on each disc with track numbers but without all the
artists’ names; the full details with recording dates (in very small print) and
timings are reserved for the CD sleeves. Things seem to have gone awry on
the sleeve of CD7 where track and work numbers have become totally
confused and the recording dates of the first work and the last two songs
left out. A thoughtful touch, however, has been to use the cover designs of
six of the original LPs for the CD sleeves, although the recordings on the
CDs do not in many cases correspond to those on the LP with the same
cover. So here is an excellent opportunity for you to test your memory and
see if you can match the sleeve designs with the works on the original LPs!
With such splendid performances all in excellent sound considering
their age, and retailing in some places for as little as £17, this boxed set
should surely find a place in every Delius collection.
Stephen Lloyd
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BOOK REVIEWS
DELIUS AND NORWAY
Andrew J Boyle
Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, June 2017, pp 328
ISBN 978-1-78327-119-3
£45.00 (£29.25 to members – see note below)
The second of the three words chosen by
Dr Boyle for his title is significant: this
is Delius and Norway and not Delius in
Norway, which could have been an
interesting account of the composer’s
twenty visits to that country between
1881 and 1923, especially when
supported by such exemplary research;
but the single word ‘and’ transforms
this book into something far greater.
Boyle has placed Delius’s lifelong
relationship
with
Norway,
its
topography, artists and people into a
number of contexts: the historical
background of the country’s fight for
independence and its direct effect on
him; his fortuitous meeting with a childhood hero and ‘musical father’,
Edvard Grieg; his discovery of a natural affinity with Norwegian fellowartists; his delight in the country’s proud, non-feudal rural inhabitants; the
effect of this, his spiritual home, on his musical development and on
individual compositions (33 of them, Boyle claims); and the rapture of the
solitude he found in the mountains, fjords and upland plateaus of the
country’s terrain, which repeatedly found expression in his music.
A light re-telling of the story of Delius’s life is interspersed with
detailed accounts of his Norwegian visits, his Norwegian friends (and
sweethearts) and the Norway-inspired music that flowed from him.
Though the pace varies frequently, this is in effect a biography with a
powerful Norwegian accent, and the chronology of events is followed
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faithfully. It’s a refreshing approach and so easy to follow that the pages
almost turn themselves.
Boyle suggests that through his childhood love for the music of Grieg,
Delius had formed an image of Norwegian culture which may have
inspired his very early visits to Norway, possibly snatched without his
father’s full knowledge or consent, while he was an emissary of Delius &
Co. Shortly after his arrival in Florida he discovered, to his delight, that a
sensitive and artistic Norwegian woman of his own age was among his
nearest neighbours, and though married she became his confidante and
muse. This was Jutta Bell, whom Delius met again a few years later in Paris,
and with whom he contemplated the libretti of his early operas. One of his
earliest compositions was a setting in English of a Norwegian poem of
Bjørnson, Over the Mountains High (1885). It was nevertheless the opulence
of his subtropical surroundings and the revelation of the singing of the
negro workers on a plantation adjacent to his own that Delius
acknowledged as the opening of ‘a whole new world’ – words similar to
those he had chosen to mark his discovery of Grieg – and which illuminated
the path to his destiny as a composer.
In the early days of their friendship in Leipzig in 1887, two of the
qualities that Grieg came to value most highly in his young friend were
Delius’s enthusiasm for everything Norwegian following his ambitious
solo excursion to the country earlier that year, and his admiration for
Grieg’s music (which, as mentioned above, had originally fired his interest
in Norway). Though Delius’s senior by nearly two decades, Grieg had ‘a
compulsive need for recognition by other artists’. When Delius presented
him with the melodrama he had set to Ibsen’s poem Paa Vidderne, Grieg had
reservations both technical, finding the score impractical, and personal, in
that he had himself intended to make a setting of the same words. Boyle
analyses the work in some detail, defining Delius’s ‘Mountain Music’ in two
categories, ‘Peak’ and ‘Plateau’, each with three distinct musical subdivisions and significances. Horn calls and herding calls (the latter based
on primitive instruments used in the hills) are included, but rhythmic and
melodic characteristics have equal importance. Boyle claims convincingly
that these elements, present in this early work, pervade all Delius’s
subsequent mountain music, culminating in The Song of the High Hills. He
finds them in, for example, Over the Hills and Far Away (in an analysis of the
score that is the most thorough yet), in the Violin Sonata in B major, in On the
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Mountains (the early concert overture, also entitled Paa Vidderne), in A
Village Romeo and Juliet, in A Mass of Life (especially the opening choruses of
parts one and two), in Brigg Fair (that supposedly ‘English Rhapsody’), and
above all in The Song of the High Hills. By contrast, Boyle sees Songs of Sunset
as ‘the slow burn of middle age’, ‘songs of the fading light’. The Song of the
High Hills here receives a masterly analysis. There are five musical
examples, and more would have been welcome, from a score that has yet to
be performed in Norway, the country of its inspiration. The Norwegian
theme continues through On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring. The question
of the inspiration of North Country Sketches remains open, though we have
it from Delius through Philip Heseltine that ‘no particular “north country”
is specified’.
The unfortunate episode of Folkeraadet, following which Delius was
labelled ‘the most unpopular man in Norway’, has been discussed by Lionel
Carley in Frederick Delius: Music, Art and Literature, and here likewise
receives a full treatment, complementary to Carley’s, making this one of the
most thoroughly analysed events of the composer’s life. All that Delius had
done to attract such national scorn was, in his incidental music, to set the
Norwegian national anthem in a manner considered disrespectful. Placing
Rikard Nordraak’s melody into a minor key was found particularly
offensive; yet at the funeral of Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson, the author of the
words of the anthem, Johan Halvorsen’s Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson in Memoriam
was played, featuring from the start the melody of the anthem, in the minor.
Boyle remarks:
‘What an upstart Englishman could permit himself in 1897 and a trusted
Norwegian could permit himself in 1910 were two entirely different
things.’

Delius was never entirely forgiven for his indiscretion; five days after he
died, the leading Oslo daily Dagbladet announced: ‘The composer Delius is
dead. Old theatre memory from Christiania will live on.’
Why did Delius and Jelka decide, so late, to build a summer home in
Norway? They had been prevented from visiting the country during the
1914-18 War and Delius, aware of his medical diagnosis and its likely
consequences (but unprepared to accept medical advice on treatment,
preferring to rely on homeopathy), felt a great need to establish a base there,
where the pure mountain air, the silence and the light summer nights
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would, he was sure, restore his failing health. In the end, his visits to
Høifagerli, as he named his chalet, totalled just 15 weeks. The famous
excursion in which he was carried to the top of Liahovdane, thanks to the
faith and fortitude of Jelka, Percy Grainger and the maidservant Senta
Mössmer, allowed him his last vision of Norway’s grandeur for no more
than 25 minutes, and he did not witness the sunset portrayed in Ken
Russell’s BBC TV film.
As an example of the quality of scholarship discernible throughout this
new book, we could consider what Delius himself left us on the subject of
his activities in early July 1889. Arriving with his travelling companion
Christian Sinding at Hamar on the shores of Mjøsa, Norway’s largest lake,
the two were met by violinist Arve Arvesen with whose family they were
to stay. Two days later Delius and Sinding walked to a nearby large farm
owned by the Sæhlie family and were entertained by at least three of the
daughters of the family, aged between 17 and 26. Delius records in his diary
that he and Sinding joined a group of 20 friends to celebrate the birthday of
the eldest daughter, Ingeborg. His entry two days later, Sunday 7th July,
consists of six words: ‘Concert Arvesen, Ragnhild Sæhlie got diptherie.’ He
does not tell us that Ingeborg was a talented singer, trained in Paris, or that
she was scheduled to sing, to his accompaniment, songs by Grieg at
Arveson’s concert that day, or that they had been rehearsing together for
the event during the previous five days. At the last moment she withdrew
(presumably because of her sister Ragnhild’s acute illness) and her place
was taken by one Mrs Geelmuyden with Delius accompanying. Arvesen
played Grieg’s Violin Sonata No 3 and Mendelssohn’s concerto
(accompanied by another pianist). None of this emerges from Delius’s own
account; it took Boyle’s research into the archives of the two local
newspapers (rival publications, as it turned out) to enable him to piece
together the story, and we are the wiser and the richer for it, for we now
have an account of Delius’s first public performance in Norway.
There is very much more to be found in this book, which is
recommended wholeheartedly to all curious to discover more about the
composer, especially with regard to the musical imperatives of his early and
later maturity. There are important cameos on many supportive topics,
such as Delius’s relationships with Randi Blehr and Halfdan Jebe. The text
references are in the form of footnotes on the pages to which they refer: for
this reader, it is an ideal layout. The illustrations, some of which have not
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been seen before, complement the text nicely and the musical excerpts are
clear and apt. At certain points in the text some might just feel the need of
a map to illustrate Delius’s extensive and not always predictable routes in
Norway.
Delius has been well served by his biographers, but his story has not
yet been fully told. This new work is full of innovation and it elucidates
much that we knew about Delius but did not fully understand. It will
surely join the small group of indispensable Delian classics.
Roger Buckley
Boydell & Brewer, the book publisher, is delighted to offer members of The Delius Society a
35% discount on Delius and Norway by Andrew J Boyle. The book is the first detailed study
of the vital role that Norway played in the life and work of Frederick Delius. The 35% discount
will make the price £29.25 (instead of £45.00 RRP). Orders can be placed by phone on 01243
843 291, by fax on 01243 843 303, by email at customer@wiley.com or online at
www.boydellandbrewer.com. Postage is £3.70 in the UK, £12.75 per book to mainland Europe
and £14.95 per book outside Europe. Please quote the offer code BB391 to ensure that the
discount is given. The offer ends on 31st December 2017.
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BEECHAM’S 1848-2000: FROM PILLS TO
PHARMACEUTICALS
T.A.B. Corley
Crucible Books, Lancaster 2011 pp 322. Softback
ISBN 978-1-905472-14-7
£14.99
This book is essentially a history of a
well-known British pharmaceutical
company but the main interest for
Journal readers is likely to be the
references to Sir Thomas Beecham1 the
conductor and Delius champion who
was the grandson of the founder.
The story is a fascinating example
of Victorian entrepreneurship. Thomas
Beecham, an Oxfordshire agricultural
labourer with an interest in herbal
remedies, started making pills in his
cottage and selling them at markets in
the 1840s. With sheer determination,
flair, hard work, a natural business
acumen and aggressive advertising he
quickly built this into a major company manufacturing proprietary
medicines, notably Beecham’s Pills, a highly successful laxative product.
His son Joseph (TB’s father) maintained the company’s success and as it
developed it acquired many leading household brands (eg Macleans, Eno’s,
Lucozade, Ribena, Horlicks, Brylcreem) before pioneering the development
of penicillins in the 1950s. The Beecham name survived until 2000 when, as
a result of mergers it became a part of what is now GlaxoSmithKline (GSK).
Most of the book is devoted to the history of the company and contains
a lot of quite heavy-going technical and financial information related to the
pharmaceutical industry but interleaved with this is a certain amount of
information about TB’s life. However, it has to be said that what is
contained in this book doesn’t really add a great deal to what is available
about TB in more detail in, for example Charles Reid’s biography, John
Lucas and Lyndon Jenkins’ recent books2 or TB’s own A Mingled Chime.
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Delius is mentioned in passing just twice. What is more interesting is the
insight into the Beecham family, especially the character of TB’s father and
grandfather – both unusual and, in their different ways, eccentric and
difficult men. This is covered in more detail than I have seen elsewhere.
There is also a fascinating chapter tracing TB’s ancestry and speculating on
the possible origins of his character and musical gifts. The book doesn’t say
this but it is worth noting the part that the company’s success played in
promoting (indirectly) Delius’s music. TB’s conducting profile was greatly
enhanced by launching his 1910 Covent Garden opera season and visits by
Diaghilev’s Imperial Russian Ballet. Both these enterprises were hugely
expensive (Diaghilev in particular was a notorious spendthrift) but, despite
a rift between TB and his father, Joseph Beecham was able to finance
everything, thanks to the success of his company. And as a result, with his
higher profile TB was no doubt now better placed to promote Delius’s
music
The book is very well written by an expert on this subject. It has been
meticulously researched and it contains some new and revealing
information about TB and his forebears. Most of the book probably won’t
be of great interest to many but it’s not expensive and you could always use
the comprehensive index to find the sections of interest.
Readers may be interested to know that Beecham’s was not the only
pharmaceutical company with a musical connection. The French chemical
and pharmaceutical giant Rhône-Poulenc (as much a household name in
France as ICI in the UK) was created from the merger of two companies,
one of which – Poulenc Frères – was founded by the father of Francis
Poulenc the composer. But like Beecham and ICI, the Rhône-Poulenc name
has now disappeared as a result of mergers and breakups in the industry.
Tony Summers
To avoid any confusion with the name of the founder of the company I have referred to Sir
Thomas Beecham throughout as ‘TB’.
2 John Lucas, Thomas Beecham: An Obsession with Music, Boydell Press, 2008. Reviewed in DSJ
145 (Spring 2009); Lyndon Jenkins, When Spring & Summer Sang, Ashgate, 2005.
1
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ERNEST NEWMAN: A CRITICAL BIOGRAPHY
Paul Watt
The Boydell Press, June 2017, pp 274
ISBN: 978-1-78327-190-0
£45.00
Ernest Newman (1868-1959) left an
indelible mark on British musical
criticism in a career spanning more than
seventy years. His magisterial Life of
Richard Wagner, published in four
volumes between 1933 and 1946, is
regarded as his crowning achievement,
but Newman wrote many other
influential books and essays on a variety
of subjects ranging from early music to
Schoenberg. In this book, the geneses of
Newman’s major publications are
examined in the context of prevailing
intellectual trends in history, criticism
and biography. Newman’s career as a
writer is traced across a wide range of
subjects including English and French
literature, evolutionary theory and biographical method, and French,
German and Russian music. Underpinning many of these works is
Newman’s preoccupation with rationalism and historical method. By
examining particular sets of writings such as composer-biographies and
essays from leading newspapers such as the Manchester Guardian and the
Sunday Times, this book illustrates the ways in which Newman’s work was
grounded in late nineteenth-century intellectual paradigms that made him
a unique and at times controversial figure.
Writing in October 1907, Granville Bantock invited Delius to stay with
him in Birmingham, in connection with preparations of performances of
Delius’s music. Delius accepted the invitation and it was then that he was
introduced to Ernest Newman for the first time, the two becoming friends
from then on until Delius’s death in 1934. Paul Watt mentions Delius in
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Ernest Newman a critical biography on only two occasions. Most tellingly
Watt reports Newman’s opinion of Delius, suggesting that:
‘Newman devoted few articles to Delius but defended a common criticism
of the composer’s works for their apparent formulaic structure and
sameness of sound. Newman could appreciate this criticism but argued
that Delius’s “mannerisms” were subtle: “But with Delius, as with
Brahms, though the music remains superficially the same throughout the
years, its inner tissues and timbre and clang are subtly modified in one
work after another.”‘

However, Newman also remarked, according to Paul Watt, that Delius’s
opera Koanga, lacked a ‘sense of theatre’ and criticised the composer for not
having ‘quite grasped a new form’ in this work.
The spring 1986 edition of the Delius Society Journal contains Stephen
Lloyd’s interview of Eric Fenby which reveals more about Newman and
our composer. Here, Eric Fenby recalls Ernest Newman saying that Delius
had the most isolated mind in music. Fenby said that no academic musician
he had known would have had a clue how to cope with Delius.
In October 1987 Eric Fenby told members of the Delius Society how
Ernest Newman had repeatedly urged him to write Delius as I Knew Him.
In 1935 Fenby gave a radio talk at the time of the performances of A Village
Romeo and Juliet at Covent Garden. The editor of The Music Teacher wrote
saying how delighted he had been with the broadcast, adding that he had
a proposition to make. A lunch meeting and a stroll to the publishers, G
Bell & Sons, resulted in a contract being drawn up for the book. When
asked if he had worked from diaries, Eric replied that it had all been written
out of his head in the short space of three months.
With this in mind, it is most interesting to read in Ernest Newman: A
Memoir (Putnam, 1963) by his wife Vera Newman, of Newman’s side of the
story. On page 21 she wrote that on 11th August 1934 she had received a
letter from her husband saying that Eric had visited him at their house in
Tadworth. Fenby told Newman the whole tragic story of the last years of
Delius.
‘Fenby had been with him for six years – a terrible six years for a young
man, as Newman commented. The end, as Fenby had said, was dreadful.
Even Mrs Delius, who had been brought from the nursing home, where
she had been for some time, could not bear to look at him and she asked
to be carried into another room. Fenby told Newman that Mrs Delius was
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suffering from cancer. He said the whole story was so awful that one
wanted to forget it but could not.’

In an article published in Music and Musicians, twenty years after Delius’s
death Eric Fenby commented
‘I shall always be grateful to Ernest Newman for his kindly interest in
advising me to write the Delius episode out of my system. The result, my
book Delius as I Knew Him, probably shocked him – if I can flatter myself
that he has ever read it – but, although I cannot now peruse it without a
sense of revulsion, it is at least a truthful understatement of a strange
experience.’

Whilst Paul Watt has nothing to say concerning Eric Fenby and Newman,
Fenby’s recollections given above indicate the kindness of the older man,
and this is an example of Newman’s search for truth in musical biography.
Older readers may remember Newman’s journalism, particularly in
The Sunday Times, but for most of us Paul Watt’s book provides a thorough
picture of Newman’s achievement. This helps us to understand his
kindness to Eric Fenby in encouraging him to write Delius as I Knew Him.
Paul Watt’s book is attractive and fascinating, because as he tells us,
‘Newman’s essays and books spanned a wide spectrum of national
literatures (novels, poetry and plays) and biographies (or biographicalstyle books) on composers including Gluck; Elgar; Strauss; Wolf;
Beethoven and Liszt.’

Newman is perhaps now best remembered for his biographical writing on
Wagner. Whilst there is not much of direct interest to Delians, this is a
fascinating read for those interested in British and European music of the
19th and 20th centuries.
Paul Chennell
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DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING REPORTS
DELIUS AND STRAUSS – A LOVE-HATE
RELATIONSHIP?
Tuesday 14th March 2017
Liberal Club, London
Tony Summers
Tony Summers has kindly produced two extended essays based on this talk, and
these can be found on pages 8 and 16.


DELIUS PRIZE 2017
Friday 28th April 2017
Royal Academy of Music, London
Members will have seen an announcement of the winners of the Delius Prize 2017
in the Summer Newsletter (No 44). Below is an account of the evening by VicePresident, Martin Lee-Browne.
Yet again, The Royal Academy of Music was good enough to allow us the
use of the excellent David Josefowitz Hall – and warm thanks are due to
Professor Timothy Jones, who adjudicated the preliminary round of ten
entrants, and Harriet McGivern, the Academy’s Concerts and Prizes
Administrator. As always, it was a convivial, interesting and thoughtprovoking evening, although sadly, the audience was a little smaller than
last year.
The Adjudicator was Stephen Barlow, the conductor and pianist who
has quietly taken Delius to his heart, with marvellous results. Some
members of the Society will remember his excellent performances of Koanga
at the Wexford Festival in 2015, and many will have appreciated his
sensitive accompanying of Mark Stone in their two-volume set of the
complete songs. His introductory words before announcing the result
showed what a deep understanding he has of Delius’s music – the overarching architectural structure, its ebb-and-flow, and how the lack of
DSJ 162
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Adjudicator Stephen Barlow, left, with all nine finalists

directions in the scores gives performers an unusual freedom to take an
individual view within the overall character of the work or song.
From a first look at the evening ahead, it was somewhat unbalanced,
in that there were to be three performances of the Third Violin Sonata (albeit
one in Lionel Tertis’s brilliant arrangement for viola), and one of the Second
Sonata. In the event, however, that turned out to provide an unusual
opportunity to compare three different approaches to the former, which is
as subtle as anything its composer wrote – as well as trying to anticipate
Stephen Barlow’s decisions!
It takes most people a good many years to appreciate those subtleties
of Delius’s style, and it is probably the case that most, if not all, of the
entrants for the Prize have only a few weeks, or at best a month or two, in
which to become familiar with it, and then decide how they are going to
make their performances match the subtleties. Consequently, it would be
easy to dismiss most of their efforts as not really ‘hitting the bullseye’ – but
that is not the real point of the Prize. If any simply fabulous performers are
discovered, that is marvellous, but the object must be to awaken an interest
in Delius’s music, and to see how many of the entrants are ‘getting there’.
It must therefore be said that there were definitely no ‘bad’ performances
this evening – indeed, we have rarely had one – but perhaps no really good
ones. Having said that, it was a really enjoyable evening.
The first competitors were Clarissa Lim (violin) and Abigail Sin, with
the Third Sonata and the first movement of Debussy’s Sonata. In the Delius,
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Abigail Sin’s first few bars were marvellously mysterious, but although
generally their playing had a good flow to it, the two of them were not quite
able to maintain the mood. The second, scherzando, movement was rather
foursquare, but the playing caught fire for a while in the con moto section of
the finale. They had, though, obviously given their performance thought,
although the Debussy also lacked sparkle. Both Delius and Debussy are
very subtle, and these two performers had not quite got their idioms.
Unfortunately, too, Clarissa Lim’s intonation was not quite accurate enough
for music as chromatic as this.
The soprano Laura Lolita Peresivana was accompanied by Katie
Wong. Laura is musical, has a big, generous voice, if not one with much
variety, and her words were good. She sang five Delius songs, one by
Geoffrey Bush and Through gilded trellises from Walton’s Façade with very
idiomatic accompaniments throughout. The qualities of her singing were
immediately apparent in The Nightingale, while Black Roses was well poised.
Love’s Philosophy and To the Queen of my Heart had good forward movement
and passion, while Indian Love Song, nicely dreamy at the start, had plenty
of ardour in the middle too. The Walton showed Laura’s theatrical
instincts, and was very attractively sung.
Next came James Heron and Thomas Ang, a regular accompanist at
these competitions with a real feel for Delius, who played just the Tertis
arrangement of the Third Sonata. This was a really fluent performance, with
some lovely deep tone from the viola. James could clearly see through to
the ends of the movements, and he and Thomas gave much more light and
shade to the music than the first pair (particularly in the second movement).
They caught the nostalgia of the third movement excellently, and their
performance was thoroughly enjoyable.
A number of members of the audience thought that Djumash Poulsen
& Malgorzata Garstka would emerge as the winners. Their playing had a
fire and robustness unmatched by the others, particularly in their second
piece, Ravel’s Tzigane, which they dispatched with great aplomb and
amazing virtuosity. However, their style was not really suited to Delius’s
one-movement Second Sonata, written in 1922: it was all rather rushed, as if
they were anxious to get on to the Ravel. Nevertheless, although their
playing was always extremely musical, with a lovely flow and forward
movement, more powerful than Clarissa Lim and Abigail Sin, and more
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graceful than Courtenay Cleary and Thomas Ang, they were not 100%
attuned to the Delius idiom.
Playing last, Courtenay Cleary and the ubiquitous Thomas Ang gave
the second performance of the Third Sonata in its original version and,
although a good one, it had not got that prize-winning feel to it. That said,
she appreciated Delius’s long paragraphs, and had a good feel for the many
variations of mood and speed. The scherzando had an attractive femininity
and sense of rhapsody, and the finale was well poised. Her second piece
was a transcription by Thomas Ang of Roger Quilter’s To Daisies,
beautifully played, but rather too quietly.
The final result was:
Commended: Clarissa Linn & Abigail Sin
Highly Commended: Djumash Poulsen & Malgorzata Garstka
Very Highly Commended: Laura Lolita Peresivana & Katie Wong
Runners-up (£500): Courtenay Cleary & Thomas Ang
Winners (£1,000): James Heron & Thomas Ang
One hoped that they all went home satisfied with their performances. It
was a pity, though, that both before and after playing, they were confined
to the green room – to have heard all the others might have been rewarding.
Finally, warm thanks are due to Roger Buckley for having organised
the evening – not as easy a task as might be imagined.
Martin Lee-Browne
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VILLIERS QUARTET CD LAUNCH
Wednesday 24th May 2017
Liberal Club, London
Having made an unscheduled visit to the Courtauld Gallery, and with a
Delius Society meeting in prospect and an enjoyable evening, too,
everything seemed to augur well as I fortuitously stumbled upon
Nevermore, the Gauguin painting Delius once owned. With this happy
circumstance still fresh in my mind I slowly made my way down to
Whitehall and arrived well in time for the event, which had been planned
to start at 7.15 pm.
It was my first visit to the National Liberal Club, and I was suitably
impressed, so much so that on arrival I even felt the presence of the great
William Ewart Gladstone, whose portrait appeared to cast a look of mild
disdain as I made my not-so-grand entrance at the grand entrance. Perhaps
it had been my shirt, casual and smart, yet loosely attired, and
understandable given the sweltering heat in London that afternoon, or
perhaps I had been remiss in not leaving with the coachman the blue plastic
portfolio I’d been carrying around all day. Anyway, I was duly attended to
by an efficient and attentive steward who ushered me in, and on entering
recalled how the only other time and place I’d been ‘so-ushered’ (though
not so courteously!) was past the Guardroom at Cosford and into the
welcoming and loving arms of the Royal Air Force – from which there was
to be no escape!
But this is serious business and the only ‘captivation’ to be had or
experienced was the wonderful strains of Delius and Elgar issuing from a
first-class string quartet; even the Grand Old Man himself, his look now
tempered a little, must have sensed what was in store, as members of the
Delius Society and invited guests made their way up the long sweeping
ovular stone staircase and into the Lloyd George Room.
Now, it is a well-known fact that the English are masters of the
understatement, so I ought not to have been so taken aback to discover that,
had it not been for the Doulton-tiled arches and octagonal columns, and the
area not open to the elements, this so-called ‘room’ was in fact almost large
enough to host a game of Mixed Doubles or field a First XI team of men
clad in flannels and whites. Its size, therefore, more than adequately rose
to the occasion in accommodating the 30 or so people who were in
DSJ 162
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The Villiers Quartet with Daniel Grimley

attendance, and the extra space allowed for a sufficient flow of air to keep
everyone comfortable. A possible concern might have been the central open
window where the Villiers Quartet had decided to set up their desks;
luckily, there seemed to be no strong external breeze or draught at firstfloor level, thus obviating any awkward ‘clothes-pegging’ of manuscript to
music stand. After a brief introduction by Roger Buckley the event began
in earnest a little after the half-hour.
The Villiers Quartet was there to play extracts from the string quartets
of Frederick Delius and Edward Elgar, not only for the enjoyment of all of
us present but as a follow-up to the launch of their new recording of the
composers’ work on compact disc. In performance, primary interest lay in
hearing the differences between Delius’s original (three-movement) String
Quartet of 1916 (of which there is more on the Villiers Quartet Blog), and
the familiar one we hear today (composed a year later) after the composer’s
decision to rework the original version, in particular, the opening
movement and the movement known as Late Swallows. Following on, an
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extract from Elgar’s String Quartet served to highlight the contrast in the
work of both men. It is interesting that each composer should have turned
to the string quartet as a medium of expression at around the same time,
but we know they were both deeply affected by the horrors of The Great
War, which must have had some bearing.
The musical passages alternated with an illuminating talk given by
Professor Daniel Grimley who, along with the lead violinist, had done
much to bring about the new world premiere recording based on Delius’s
original material. This was augmented by a pre-planned question and
answer session between Professor Grimley and a colleague, who acted as a
kind of repository for the deeper questions members of the audience might
have asked if they’d had enough time to properly formulate them. It was a
good strategy, given the time restriction. One member wondered if anyone
knew the origin of Late Swallows; Professor Grimley said he’d come across
just one literary reference to it in his research, otherwise it still remained
largely a matter of conjecture.
According to the lead violinist, Delius’s original String Quartet was
troublesome in its scoring, and the group had had to work very hard to
bring it altogether. This is something I well understand. Any arranger
starting out is apt to forget that singers still need to breathe, just as much as
wind players need to draw breath. For my part, I soon learnt that, where
possible, it can be far more expedient to split an augmented fourth between
two inner voices (where one or the other might have easier access to the
pitch) rather than leave it solely to the tenor or alto. Sorting logistical
problems of this kind, therefore, is very much down to an arranger or the
arrangement, and composers might be forgiven the odd awkwardness or
two, since their job is primarily to put down on manuscript the germ of a
theme (and everything that goes with it) before it is lost and not to
nursemaid it every step of the way until final production.
The string quartet is a musical form which emerged in the Eighteenth
Century and still has an enduring popularity. It is a personal favourite of
mine and a medium in which one can feel music to be ‘up close and
personal’ (to put it in common parlance); a medium wherein every line is
aurally and clearly distinguishable and each player has a feeling of
indispensability and, above all, the perfect medium to experience the Delian
sound - which I confess was my prime motivation in attending the event.
Leaving aside detailed musicological considerations, I was struck in the
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Quartet’s playing by the emotive forces evident in the faces of individual
players. The second violinist appeared to be completely enraptured by the
totality of sound; the cellist almost equally so, whilst the first violinist and
viola player were more emotionally controlled but no less masterful in the
execution of their individual parts. Lastly, I’d like to mention the musical
phrasing, which was perfect, and the diminuendo and perdendosi which were
equal to anything modern-day sound engineers could achieve using the
‘Fade’ button and all the other digital technology at their fingertips.
And so, after about an hour, with all the musical illustrations at an end
and the talking over, we repaired to the long table for tea and coffee and
mingled with friends. All the while we had been under the watchful eye of
Lloyd George, both from his portrait on the far wall and from the right hand
window on the wall opposite, where there was perched a lonely bust of his
head in desperate need of company. I took a last glance at both Lloyd
Georges on the way out but couldn’t determine from the inscrutable mien
of either image what they had made of it all. I’m quite certain, though, that
as his other-worldly self, and listening to the music somewhere within the
room which bears his name, or perhaps from the Royal Box among the choir
of angels, he would have concluded, as we all did, that it had been a very
enjoyable evening indeed.
Derek Schofield
The Villiers Quartet’s recently released CD, featuring the Delius and Elgar String Quartets, is
reviewed by Stephen Threlfall on page 61.
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THE DELIUS SOCIETY AGM
Saturday 16th September 2017
Brasserie Blanc, London
Photo: Katharine Richman

AGM organiser Roger Buckley had
stumbled upon this hitherto untested
meeting venue by accident, and it
proved to be a very fortuitous find. By
occupying a large room, with dividing
doors, the 40 or so members who
attended the day’s activities were able to
enjoy the meeting, an excellent lunch, a
talk from Dr Andrew Boyle, author of
the recently published Delius and
Dr Andrew Boyle, signing copies of
Norway (Review page 71), and the
his book, Delius and Norway
official book launch.
The day began with the AGM itself, during which the Committee
presented various recommendations designed to safeguard the long-term
future of the Society. Members voted to approve a small rise in membership
subscriptions to £32 for UK and Europe; $59 for US and Canada (US); £36
for Far East/Australia/South Africa; and £5 for students. Three changes to
the Society’s Rules were also approved, notably to remove the obligation to
pay an external examiner to look over the accounts, as this is not required
by law for a charity with income at our low levels.
In the absence of any other nominations, the existing Committee was
re-elected. Roger Buckley, chairing the meeting, spoke about the
Committee’s proposal that Lionel Friend be appointed as a Vice-President.
He gave an overview of Lionel’s considerable musical career to date, noting
particularly that Delius is one of his favourite composers, and that he has
adjudicated the Delius Prize for the Society twice, in 2005 and 2012,
receiving acclaim for his fairness and fine judgement. At ENO in 1990 he
shared the conducting of Fennimore and Gerda with Sir Charles Mackerras;
musically this was a great success, but the production, by Julia Hollander,
was controversial and generally considered distracting. The meeting
unanimously approved Lionel’s appointment.
Members then moved to the lunch area and enjoyed a most convivial
meal, many taking the opportunity to catch up with old friends. Both
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Photo: Katharine Richman
Delius Society members catching up over lunch

Andrew Boyle and Lionel Friend spoke briefly during lunch, Andrew’s
speech including some Norwegian phrases spoken by his partner, Sonja
Nyegaard. After lunch Andrew gave an illuminating talk on his new book,
Delius and Norway, with visual and musical examples. He has kindly agreed
to produce an essay outlining the main points of his presentation for
inclusion in the Spring 2018 Journal. The book launch that followed was
hugely successful, with the representatives from Boydell & Brewer selling
almost all the copies they had brought with them. Members who were not
present to buy a copy in person have until the end of December to take
advantage of the generous 35% discount which is offered. Details are at the
end of the review of Delius and Norway on page 71.
Many thanks are due to Roger and Lesley Buckley who masterminded
the day’s events, ensuring all ran smoothly.
Katharine Richman
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MISCELLANY
DELIUS AND DANDELIONS
Delius Society Member Shelagh Caudle has a passion for medieval cooking and
maintains a blog on the subject. She has wanted for some time to include Fred &
Jelka in an article and, earlier this year, found the opportunity. What follows is
reproduced from her online article which is available here: http://www.medievalrecipes.com/dandelion-salad/
Recently I was reading about the life of Frederick Delius, a composer who
was born in England, but lived most of his life in France, where his wife
Jelka often made him a dandelion salad with dandelion leaves fresh from
their garden.
I remember as a child listening to my Nan talking about how she
enjoyed a dandelion salad when she was younger. So I thought about the
dates and tied them together. My Nan was born in 1896 so was entering
her teens around 1910 and it was around this time that Jelka Delius was
developing her garden and started making her own dandelion salad. So in
early 20th century England and France there was definitely an established
taste for dandelion salad!
The tradition of enjoying a salad made with dandelion leaves does of
course go back to medieval times. In fact, it is believed humans have eaten
dandelion leaves since pre-history! There are many varieties of dandelion
and some are more palatable than others. Check out the Wikipedia
dandelion page to read more about the varieties, and where and how they
were used for human consumption.
As for a medieval salad, in 13th century Europe the dandelion leaf was
just one of many natural ingredients available. People would pick them
fresh from the fields or, if they were lucky, their garden, and they would
often also include dock leaves in their salad. Dock leaves, as with the
dandelion, are regarded by many people today more as weeds, and most
would not dream of eating them!
Flower petals such as primrose and marigold were also enjoyed as part
of a medieval salad, but don’t rush off and pick any old flowers for yours!
The knowledge of which flowers and plants could be eaten safely was
handed down from generation to generation in medieval times. It was the
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same with herbs – which were
best for medicinal purposes and
which for culinary use.
At the start of this post I
referred to my Nan – it was her
husband (my Gran) who was
known in their local community
as an expert on the use of
medicinal herbs. Apparently,
local people often came to him
for advice and my mother insists
that on one occasion when the
doctor thought she might have
had diphtheria, it was my Gran
who made her better using a
home-made hot herb poultice.
There were many other
fresh ingredients that people
used in salad making and with
which we are more familiar today. These were spinach, mint, chives and
parsley, but they also enjoyed adding apples and wild strawberries to their
salads. Things like potatoes and tomatoes were unknown to medieval salad
eaters as they weren’t available in Europe until the 16th century.
What is interesting is that dandelion leaves are believed to be full of
vitamins and minerals as well as a good source of calcium, potassium, iron
and manganese. They apparently contain more calcium and iron than
spinach leaves! So we should perhaps give credit to our ancient and
medieval ancestors for being inherently aware that there was something
good for us in dandelion leaves.
Shelagh Caudle
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SIR CHARLES GROVES
On page 49 paragraph 3 of Stephen Lloyd’s excellent centenary tribute to
Sir Charles Groves the word ‘conductor’ was inadvertently omitted from
the opening sentence, perhaps giving the reader the impression that Sir
Charles Groves gave more performances of A Mass of Life than any other
work, when in fact of course he gave more performances of A Mass of Life
than any other conductor. Apologies for this error [Ed].


EARLY DELIUS, MATURE DELIUS
I recently dug out of my archives the CD which launched Hiawatha; I had
not listened to it since soon after buying it. My first impression of this work
had been one of disappointment, but on hearing it again, I changed my
mind. The main melody, a simple pentatonic one, has lodged firmly and
pleasurably in my memory, and I have now played the CD a number of
times. It has left me forever grateful to Robert Threlfall for mending this
damaged score, and for all else he did for Delius’s music and for the Society.
I have also enjoyed the other items on this enterprising CD, the Suite and
Légende for violin and orchestra, the Double Concerto and Caprice and Elegy,
the latter works all with viola instead of the original cello.
On realising that Florida, Hiawatha and the Violin Suite succeeded each
other in less than two years, I found it notable that Delius started his
composing career boldly and ambitiously. There are widely differing
opinions as to whether the early works up to about 1897 should be played
at all. No, was Fenby’s view, doubtless echoing that of Delius himself.
Beecham, on the other hand, with his love of rarities and ‘lollipops’, often
played the early pieces. I am glad of this. I find the early works enjoyable,
but to be almost those of a different composer, compared with the music of
his maturity. Is it significant that the two works that form the hinge
between the two periods – Lebenstanz and the Piano Concerto – were among
his less successful works in spite of much re-working, as this was when he
was trying to forge his mature style?
I have only just listened for the first time to Beecham’s speech included
on CD 1 of the 150th Anniversary edition. Beecham is very clear in
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distinguishing between the character of the early, as against the mature,
works, but is far from dismissive of the former.
An intriguing element in the speech is Beecham’s positive comments
about Fennimore and Gerda, of which he had been very critical in his Delius
biography; a shame, as it was dedicated to him! This speech, however,
rather shows Beecham in propagandist mode.
Tony Noakes


DELIUS IN AUSTRALIA
I recently enjoyed a broadcast on Australia’s classical music network of
Tasmin Little’s performance of the Delius Concerto, with the Tasmanian
Symphony Orchestra, from a concert recorded last October. The climax, in
which, in Fenby’s words,
‘it seems as if the whole orchestra is shaking its angry fist at you’,

is so unlike anything else in Delius that I wondered if it resulted from WW1
which was at its height in 1916. The concert also included an interesting
solo by Roxana Panufnik as Tasmin’s encore, and a performance of Holst’s
Planets, a wartime contemporary of the Delius Concerto. Mars also shakes
his angry fist, and to my surprise, I found parts of Venus not too distant in
spirit from the slow movement of the Concerto.
Tony Noakes


DELIUS IN JAPAN
The violinist Midori Komachi has translated Eric Fenby’s book, Delius as I
Knew Him, into Japanese and this will be published in November.
In collaboration with Artes Publishing Japan, Midori has launched the
Delius Project, an initiative involving publication of the translated book, a
concert and recordings to disseminate the works of Frederick Delius in
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Japan. There will be a launch recital on 1st November 2017 at the
prestigious Ginza Oji Hall in Tokyo where Midori will play all four of
Delius’s Violin Sonatas.


NOT PLAGIARISM BUT RECYCLING?
I was very interested to read the article by Derek Schofield concerning
compositional coincidences (Miscellany, DSJ 161). I, too, had noted this
particular ‘catchy triplet’ at the time when I first heard A Song of Summer
many years ago. As a (very minor, unqualified) composer of over 60 years,
I have also experienced the same frustrating comparisons between my
pieces and other well-known tunes and harmonies. Most of the
comparisons were made by my late wife many years ago at a time when we
were involved with a group of friends in writing and presenting reviews
and musical plays which we performed in order to raise money for charity.
I would suggest that it is impossible to avoid the repeating of musical
sequences given that there are only 12 separate semitones generally
available to composers. A glance at the Notation Index in the book A
Dictionary of Musical Themes, compiled by Harold Barlow and Sam
Morgenstern, published by Ernest Benn Ltd in the 1950s, illustrates this well
in the limited area of classical concert music.
In these days when recycling is very popular, perhaps we should not
be too concerned! After all, it was Sir Edward Elgar to whom was attributed
the remark ‘Music is in the air – you simply take as much of it as you want’.
Martin Taylor
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DELIUS IN 1901

Delius Society member Robert Sabine came across this photograph of
Delius as part of the fly leaf of a Philharmonie pocket score of Brigg Fair.
The photograph does not appear in Delius: A Life in Pictures, edited by
Lionel Carley and Robert Threlfall, OUP, 1977.
The score originally belonged to a Mr Alec Hargreaves Ashworth.
Could he have been an early member of the Society?
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DELIUS ARRIVED AT FOLKSTONE
Hugh Torrens has sent in this fascinating 1962 cutting from an unknown source,
which he discovered amongst the collection of the late Gordon Lovgreen.
This month brings the centenary of the birth of Frederick Delius, the
composer, who was born in Bradford on 29th January 1862. All kinds of
programmes are being arranged on radio and the concert stage to bring
back the highlights of the great man’s life, career and works.
But I’m ready to bet that none of them includes the funniest of my
personal recollections – one which he, with his dry North-country wit,
would have loved.
Delius died in France in June, 1934, and arrangements were made to
bring his body back to his native land for burial. A London newspaper
instructed its correspondent in France to send a telegram immediately he
learned the time of departure from France of the body. No word came from
him, however, and there was consternation in the London office when it
was seen that other newspapers had the full story of the composer’s
homecoming at Folkestone.
The correspondent in France swore he had sent a telegram, reading:
‘Delius arrives Folkestone 2.30’

but nobody seemed to have received it. Then, by chance, the mystery was
solved. On the racing page for that day, tucked away at the foot of a
column, appeared a two line paragraph in the smallest type. It read:
‘Additional arrival: 2.30 Folkestone – Delius’

By sheer coincidence there WAS a racehorse called Delius, entered at
Folkestone Races that day.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
From Lionel Friend:
I was most interested to read all that about Dance Rhapsody No 1 (DSJ 161,
p7). What an extraordinary piece it is! And what a wonderful performance
of it Peter Warlock must have heard (maybe it was one in his head) to
describe that magical coda for solo violin and muted strings as
‘”wonderful, causing tears”’, perhaps the most intense and exalted
moment in all Delius’s work.’

How odd that Beecham made a cut of eleven bars in his 1952 recording from
2 bars before fig. 17 to fig. 18. Can anyone throw light on this?
And forgive me for pointing out that the bass oboe (as mentioned by
Norman del Mar in his Anatomy of the Orchestra [1981]) is written by Delius
in this score at sounding pitch and not (as mistakenly notated in Delius and
his Music/Lee-Browne and Guinery) an octave higher.
Lionel Friend


From Derek Schofield:
With the greatest respect to the late Roland Gibson, I don't pretend to
understand much, if any, of the paragraph beginning
‘As the classical “final cause”, defined implicitly by substantive property,
becomes explicit as the post-Renaissance “differential coefficient”,
defined by functional dependence, which in modern society is recognised
as a “frequency distribution” in a context of statistical interpretation ...
etc., etc..’ (Delius as Impressionist and Expressionist, DSJ 161 p70)

I wondered, therefore, if any of our readers would like to take up the
challenge of putting this into plain language.
However, I do take one or two things from this article, namely, that
'the terms impressionism and expressionism, used to cover generally a
great deal of the late 19th and early 20th century development in the arts,
are vague’
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and that
‘Delius ... moved in the direction of expressionism in a way somewhat
reminiscent of Corot’s apparent anticipation of impressionism by his
muzzy rendering of trees and landscapes in soft grey-green tones.’

Derek Schofield


From Tony Noakes:
The article in DSJ 161 on the first Dance Rhapsody has led me to listen to it
for the first time in a long while. In the opening, the use of lower reed
instruments is reminiscent of the beginning of Movement 4 of A Mass of Life
Part 2, for me one of the most perfect pieces of music I know; I often play it
in the Beecham recording. The exotic effects in the Rhapsody, which LeeBrowne and Guinery thought reminiscent of Scheherazade, might perhaps
have come about as a result of memorial performances of RimskyKorsakov’s work, as he had died in 1908. However, Fenby quotes Delius as
preferring the music of the Spaniards (Albeniz, etc) to that of the Russians
like Rimsky-Korsakov. As for the theme of the Rhapsody, it might have
come to Delius as a result of discussing with Percy Grainger his folk-song
collecting.
Tony Noakes
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
DELIUS SOCIETY
From October 2017, there will be a small charge for attending Delius Society
Events. Members will pay £5 and non-members £10, with the latter
benefitting from a £5 refund if joining the Society. Members were notified
about this new arrangement in Newsletter 43 (January 2017).
Tuesday 24th October 2017 at 7.15pm
Sir Malcolm Sargent on the 50th anniversary of his death
A talk by Stephen Lloyd
Delius authority Stephen Lloyd sang
under Sargent (pictured) many times in
works such as The Dream of Gerontius, A
Mass of Life (twice), Belshazzar’s Feast,
Messiah, B minor Mass, and Missa Solemnis,
and attended many of his Proms and
other concerts. He has a number of off-air
recordings of Sargent conducting, Delius,
Elgar and others. His talk will focus
particularly on Sargent’s championing of
British music.
Rutland Room, Royal Overseas League
Over-Seas House, Park Place, St James’s Street, London SW1A 1LR
www.rosl.org.uk
Directions:
Nearest Tube station is Green Park (Piccadilly, Jubilee or Victoria lines).
Take exit marked Piccadilly (south side), walk past the Ritz Hotel, and turn
right onto Arlington Street. At the end of Arlington Street there are some
steps; go down these steps and turn right where you will find the entrance
courtyard to Over-Seas House (approx. 7 minutes).
By car, travelling west on the A4 (Piccadilly), turn left onto St James’s Street
and second right into Park Place cul-de-sac, Over-Seas House is at the end.
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If there is no space in the Over-Seas car park, alternative parking may be
found in the NCP Car Park on Arlington Street, off Piccadilly.


Wednesday 28th February 2018 at 7.15pm
Delius in Japan
Violinist Midori Komachi discusses her
Japanese translation of Eric Fenby’s Delius
as I Knew Him, and her experiences of
performing Delius in Japan, in
conversation with BBC Radio 3
broadcaster Nick Luscombe.
The
discussion will be followed by a live
recital performed by Midori and pianist
Simon Callaghan, to include Delius’s
Sonata in B major (Op Posth), Sonata No 3,
and Midori’s own arrangement of To be
Sung of a Summer Night on the Water.
David Lloyd George Room, The National Liberal Club
Whitehall Place, London SW1A 2HE
www.nlc.org.uk/club/david-lloyd-george-room
Nearest station: Embankment, or Waterloo mainline


Friday 11th May 2018 at 6.00pm
The Delius Prize 2018 Final
Royal Academy of Music, London
Nearest station: Baker Street
Adjudicator to the announced
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OTHER EVENTS
This section may include events which are in the past by the time the
Journal is read; their inclusion is deliberate so that we have in print a
complete record of all performances. Venues of non-UK concerts are in
upper case. Before travelling to events listed here, you are advised to
confirm the details with the relevant box office.
Saturday 5th August 2017, 7.30pm
St James’s Church, Chipping Campden, Gloucestershire
Songs by Delius, Grieg, Grainger, Mendelssohn & Schumann
The Carice Singers
Director, George Parris
Sunday 6th August at 3.30pm
St Katherine’s Church, Lincoln
Rachmaninov: Piano Trio No 1 in G minor – Trio Élégiaque
Delius: String Quartet
Prokofiev: Sonata for Two Violins in C major Op 56
Debussy: La Mer
Trio Apaches
Guy Braunstein violin
Solem String Quartet
Friday 6th – Sunday 8th October 2017
English Music Festival 2017 Yorkshire Autumn Festival
St Andrew’s Church, Aysgarth
www.englishmusicfestival.org.uk
Saturday 7th October 2017 at 11.00am
Alwyn: Sonata alla Toccata
Delius: Three Preludes
Howells: Sonatina
Milford: Prelude, Air and Finale
Vaughan Williams: Hymn Tune Prelude on ‘Song 13’ (Orlando Gibbons);
The Lake in the Mountains
Ireland: Sarnia
Duncan Honeybourne piano
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Saturday 7th October 2017 at 3.00pm
Fogg: Poem
Cooke: Sea Croon
Delius: Sonata
Alwyn: Two Folk-Songs
Ireland: Sonata
Milford: Threne
Joseph Spooner cello
Duncan Honeybourne piano
Saturday 7th October 2017 at 7.30pm
Howells: Sonata No 1
Havergal Brian: Legend
Vaughan Williams: Violin Sonata
Delius: Violin Sonata No 2
Ireland: Violin Sonata No 1
Rupert Marshall-Luck violin
Duncan Honeybourne piano

Duncan Honeybourne

Sunday 8th October 2017 at 7.30pm
Moeran: Loveliest of Trees
Butterworth: The Lads in their Hundreds
Bax: When I was one-and-twenty
Orr: Along the Field
Ireland: In Boyhood
Sommervell: Into my heart an air that kills
Delius: To Daffodils; The Violet; In the Seraglio Garden
Finzi: Let us Garlands Bring; Come away, come away death; Who is Sylvia; O
Mistress Mine; Fear no more the heat o’ the sun; It was a lover and his lass;
Armstrong Gibbs: Old wine in new bottles; Silver
Howells: Five Songs for Low Voice; The Valley of Silence; When the dew is
falling; By the Grey Stone
Howells: St Bride’s Song; When there is Peace
Vaughan Williams: The House of Life
Christopher Foster bass-baritone
Duncan Honeybourne piano
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Friday 27 October 2017 at 2.00pm
MediaCityUK, Salford
Delius: Eventyr
Beethoven: Piano Concerto No 4 in G major
Sibelius: King Christian II Suite
Pavel Kolesnikov piano
BBC Philharmonic Orchestra
Rory MacDonald conductor
https://www.bbc.co.uk/events/ewhz3d
Sunday 29th October 2017 at 3.00pm
THE GERMAN SOCIETY OF
PENNSYLVANIA,
611 SPRING GARDEN STREET,
PHILADELPHIA, USA
Delius: String Quartet
Finzi: Prelude and Fugue for String Trio
(Philadelphia premiere)
Grieg: Violin Sonata
Staneck: Spring Dance
plus other short works
Nancy Bean violin
Davyd Booth piano
The Wister Quartet

The Wister Quartet

Wednesday 1st November 2017 at 7.00pm
GINZA OJI HALL, TOKYO
Book launch and Recital
Delius: Sonatas for violin and piano
Midori Komachi violin (pictured)
Tadahiro Yonezu piano
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Friday 3rd November at 6:00pm
MUPA: FESTIVAL THEATRE, BUDAPEST
Grainger: La Scandinavie (arr H Palmqvist and E Nisbeth)
Leyman: New work for solo viola
Delius: Violin Sonata No 2 (transcription L. Tertis)
Ellington: Anatomy of a Murder (Suite) – Low Key Lightly; Flirtibird (tr H
Palmqvist and E Nisbeth)
Bach: Violin Partita No 2 in D minor, BWV1004 – Gigue (transcription E
Nisbeth)
Grainger: Train Music – signal melody for solo viola
Grainger: To a Nordic Princess (tr H Palmqvist and E Nisbeth)
Grieg: Violin Sonata No 3 in C minor Op 45 (tr T Riebl)
Ellen Nisbeth viola
Bengt Forsberg piano
Saturday 4th November 2017 at 7.30pm
St George’s, Bristol
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden
Schumann: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra in A minor Op 54
Mahler: Adagietto, from Symphony No 5 in C# minor
Brahms: Symphony No 4 in E minor Op 98
Bristol Symphony Orchestra
Nicola Meecham piano
William Goodchild conductor
Thursday 9th and Friday 10th November
2017 at 8.00pm
TEATRO MONUMENTAL, MADRID
Delius: Idylle de Printemps
Debussy: Printemps
Ravel: Piano Concerto in D major for the
left hand
Ravel: Daphnis et Chloé
Benedetto Lupo piano
Orquesta Sinfónica de RTVE
Juanjo Mena conductor (pictured)
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Sunday 19th November 2017 at 6.30pm
King’s Place, Hall One, London
Scott: Pastoral and Reel for solo cello
Delius: Cello Sonata (1916)
Fauré: Cello Sonata No 1 in D minor Op
109 (1917)
Webern: Cello Sonata Op posth (1914)
Nadia Boulanger: Three Pieces for cello
and piano (1914)
Bridge: Cello Sonata in D minor H125
(1913–17)
Wartime poetry and composer letters
Paul Watkins cello (pictured)
Huw Watkins piano
Monday 20th November 2017 at 7.30pm
Royal Northern College of Music, Manchester
Manchester Chamber Concerts Society
Scott: Pastoral and Reel
Delius: Cello Sonata
Fauré: Cello Sonata No 1 in D minor, Op 109
Debussy: Cello Sonata in D minor
Boulanger: Three Pieces for cello and piano – No 1 Modéré
Webern: Sonate für Violoncello und Klavier
Bridge: Sonata for Cello and Piano in D minor, H 125
Paul Watkins cello
Huw Watkins piano
Sunday 3rd December 2017 at 3.00pm
NEUMANN UNIVERSITY MEAGHER THEATRE
ASTON, PENNSYLVANIA
Dukas: Fanfare for Brass La Péri
Fauré: Masques et Bergamasques Suite
Delius: Brigg Fair
Beethoven: Piano Concerto No 4
Ching-Yun Hu piano
Delaware County Symphony
Joseph Caminiti Music Director
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Saturday 13th January 2018 at 7.30pm
Leeds Town Hall, Leeds
Delius: Paris
Ravel: Piano Concerto in G major
Bach: Fantasia (Prelude) and Fugue in C Minor BWV537
Elgar: Enigma Variations on an Original Theme Op.36
Anna Tsybuleva piano
Hallé Orchestra
Sir Mark Elder conductor
Saturday 10th February 2018 at 7.30pm
St Barnabas Church, Pitshanger Lane, London W5 1QG
An Ealing Music and Film Festival concert
Delius: Appalachia
Gershwin: Porgy and Bess Concert Version (arr Robert Russell Bennett)
Ealing Symphony Orchestra
John Gibbons conductor
Saturday 17th February 2018 at
7.30pm
Leeds Town Hall, Leeds
Handel: Water Music
Haydn: Cello Concerto No 1 in C major
Delius: Two Aquarelles
Mozart: Symphony No 29 in A major
K201 (K186a)
Sheku Kanneh-Mason cello (pictured)
European Union Chamber Orchestra
Hans-Peter Hofmann conductor
Wednesday 21st February 2018 at 7.30pm
Royal Festival Hall, London
Delius: Idylle de Printemps
Debussy: Printemps
Ravel: Piano Concerto in D major for the left hand
Stravinsky: Le Sacre du printemps (The Rite of Spring)
Benedetto Lupo piano
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London Philharmonic Orchestra, Juanjo Mena conductor
Wednesday 21st February 2018 at 7.30pm
King’s Lynn Music Society
Assembly Room, Trinity Guildhall (Town Hall), Saturday Market Place,
King’s Lynn
Michael Green (formerly Vice Chairman of The Delius Society) will give
an illustrated talk on Delius
http://www.klmusicsoc.org.uk/programme.html
Saturday 17th March 2018 at 7.30pm
Oaklands School, Waterlooville
Liszt: Hungarian Rhapsody No 2 in C sharp minor S 244/2
Dvorák: Violin Concerto in A minor Op 53
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden
Mussorgsky: Pictures at an Exhibition (orch Ravel)
Alexander Sitkovetsky violin
Havant Symphony Orchestra
Jonathan Butcher conductor
Sunday 25th March 2018 at 7.00pm
STOCKHOLM CONCERT HALL (KONSERTHUSET):
GRUNEWALDSALEN, STOCKHOLM
Grainger: La Scandinavie (arr H Palmqvist and E Nisbeth)
Leyman: New work for solo viola
Delius: Violin Sonata No 2 (transcription L. Tertis)
Ellington: Anatomy of a Murder (Suite) – Low Key Lightly; Flirtibird (tr H
Palmqvist and E Nisbeth)
Bach: Violin Partita No 2 in D minor, BWV1004 – Gigue (transcription E
Nisbeth)
Grainger: Train Music – signal melody for solo viola
Grainger: To a Nordic Princess (tr H Palmqvist and E Nisbeth)
Grieg: Violin Sonata No 3 in C minor Op 45 (tr T Riebl)
Ellen Nisbeth viola
Bengt Forsberg piano
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Sunday 22nd April 2018 at 3.00pm
THE GERMAN SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA,
611 SPRING GARDEN STREET, PHILADELPHIA, USA
Delius: Songs of Sunset (Philadelphia premiere)
(with new accompaniment for string quintet and piano by Lloyd Smith)
Vaughan Williams: Serenade to Music
Delius: Three Piano Preludes
Parry: Lord, Let me Know Mine End (from Songs of Farewell)
Members of the Wister Quartet
Mark Livshits piano
Choral Arts Philadelphia, Matthew Glandorf conductor

Saturday 20th May at 7.30pm
GLive, Guildford
Guildford Symphony Orchestra Summer Prom
Walton: March Orb and Sceptre; Largo and Rejoice Greatly
Delius: A Song Before Sunrise
Ireland: Piano Concerto; Elgar: Enigma Variations
Wood: Fantasia on British Sea Songs
Songs from the Last Night of the Proms
Alexandra Stevenson soprano
John Paul Ekins piano (pictured)
David Leonard narrator
Guildford Symphony Orchestra
Darrell Davison conductor
Supported by the John Ireland Trust
http://www.g-s-o.org.uk/
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Tuesday 3rd July 2018 at 7.30pm
St John’s Smith Square, London
Delius: A Song of Summer
Bridge: The Sea
Sibelius: Symphony No 6 in D minor Op 104
Kensington Symphony Orchestra
Russell Keable conductor

A full list of all concerts and events is always available on The Delius Society
website: delius.org.uk.

Forthcoming copy deadlines:
Delius Society Newsletter:
Delius Society Journal:
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1st December 2017
1st February 2018
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